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THE INTERNSHIP
A Field Study

Presented to
the faculty of the Department of Educational Administration
Eastern Illinois University
~n

partial fulfillment for the

Specialist Degree in Educational Administration

by

Mary Martin
June 15, 1976

INTRODUCTION
The idea for an intern progra.m in the Decatur Public
Schools originated in 1973.

The intern program's goal or

purpose was to develop a resource of qualified administrators
from which appointments could be made as vacancies occurred .
At this time there were many business men on the board who
could not conceive of appointing administrators without
prior training.
A group of five administrators in the Decatur School
District was responsible for planning this program .

These

administrators were frcm various administrative areas .

The

areas included business, personnel, education, and public
relations.
the program:

They established the following objectives for
Identify individuals who are interested 1n

becoming administrators and appear to have those attributes
which are required of successful school administrators;
provide the intern with on- the - job training 1n a variety of
administrative positions; provide the Board of Education,
the Superintendent of Schools, and the administrative staff
with an opportunity to observe the intern and determine his
administrative capabilities; and provide the intern with an
opportunity to determine whether or not he is interested in
a career in school administration .
Qualifications for the people enrolled in the program
were to follow legal requirements.

This

incl~ded

a masters

degree plus four years of successful teaching . 1 Also the

1 superscripts in this paper refer to appendix items .

- 2person selected was to demonstrate a ser1ous interest 1n
becoming an administrator.
The length of training was to vary from six months to
a year, depending upon the needs of the particular intern.
The training would also be personalized to meet the specific
needs and interests of both the individual selected for the
program and the district.

In addition, the training program

would provide experiences in several areas of administration
(i . e . Curriculum, Staff Utilizations, Organization and
Management, and Pupil- Personnel Administration) under the
supervision of a qualified administrator.
The first intern program was held in the school year
1974- 1975.
program.

Four candidates were chosen to complete this
However, one candidate who was chosen was appointed

to an administrative position before starting the intern
program .

The other three completed the entire program and

now hold administrative jobs with the district .

These four

people were selected upon qualifications and how they
conducted themselves 1n a "gang type" interview.
The second year of the program was operated 1n the same
manner as the first year .

There were three interns chosen

for the 1975 - 1976 school year .

Two of these interns chosen

elected the elementary principalship as their major emphasis.
The other chose secondary.

If an intern chose elementary

administration he was assigned to an elementary building
for a semester training .
The following insert outlines the duties of this particular
intern .

- 3-

ADMINISTRATIVE INTERN PROGRAM
Decatur Public Schools #61
Mrs . Mary Ellen Martin - Administrative Intern
Area of Specialization - Elementary Administration
Starting Date - August 6 , 1975
Completion Date - June 4 , 1976
Salary:

Hours:

Regular Salary -August 27, 197~ - June 4, 1976
Extended Contract : August 6, 1975 - August 26, 1975
Time for payroll will be maintained at Mary W. French
Designated by Administration in each assigned building
Schedule (Tentative)

August 6 , 1975 - January 16 , 1976 - Mary W. French Elementary
School - Supervisor,
Mrs. Constance Ground

Experience Level:
except

(a) All facets of elementary
school administration
(b) Curriculum work at
Mary W. French
(c) Special assigned projects
with the District

October 6 through October 10 , 1975 - Business Orientation
Mr . Karl Meurlot , Director
Second Semester

- Schedule to be arranged.

Evaluation
(a)

The candidate should compile a weekly log or evaluation
statement to be submitted periodically or at the end of
each assignment - this log to be sent to the Associate
Superintendent .

(b)

The supervising administrator will submit a written
evaluation statement at the completion of the intern ' s
assignment .

(c)

Upon the completion of the program the Administrative
Intern Committee shall evaluate the candidate . The
evaluation results shall be reviewed with the candidate .

-4Mrs . Mary Ellen Martin , Administrative Intern

Page 2

Second Semester Schedule
Jan . 1 9 - Jan. 23 - Mr . Matthew and Mr . Skibbens - Personnel
and Public Relations
Jan . 26
Jan 30 - Mrs . Wright - Compensatory Education
Feb . 2 - Feb. 13 - Mr . Grant (special education experience)
Feb . 16 - Feb . 20 - Mr . Meurlot - Business
Feb . 23 - Mar . 5 - Mr . Rohrscheib , Eisenhower (high school
experience)
Mar . 8 - Mar . 19 - Dr. Kirby - Research and Testing
Mar . 22 - Apr . 2 - Mr . Williams - Thomas Jefferson (middle
school experience)
Apr . 5 - Apr . 16 - Mr . Oettel - Vocational Education
Apr . 19 - Apr . 30 - Mr . Mellon, Roach (additional elementary
experience)
May 3 - May 14 - Mr. Schlosser - P. E . and Summer School
Development
May 17 - May 21 - Mr.. Tinch , Miss \vood , Mr. Martin "et al "
May 24 - May 28 - Miss R . Donahue - Riverside Resource Center
May 31 - June 4 - Mrs . Ground , Mary W. French

- 5THE LOG
ELEMENTARY PRINCIPALSHIP 2
August 6 , 1975 - I was assigned to French Elementary
School one day before I was to start my internship .

When I

received my assignment, I immediately called the principal
at French School.

She suggested that I meet her that very

night for a quick introduction to floor plan at French and
the area from which French School obtained its pupils .
I met Mrs . Ground at 6 : 30p.m.
building.

We quickly toured the

It was under construction for a

o l d wing was being remodeled .
didn't see how

~n

n~w

wing and the

Chaos was everywhere .

I

three short weeks that school could possibly

ope n; however , it did .
After a tour of the building, we took an automobile trip
around the district .

Mrs . Ground explained to me that French

School was the oldest school to be integrated in Decatur .
Its population was about thirty-three per- cent black.
French School also had a wide socio - economic range .

It

included children who were from upper to lower levels .
French School is ideal in racial and socio- economic make - up.
French School sets near the downtown area of Decatur and is
considered to be an inner city school.
back to French School to pick up my ·. car .

After the -tour, it was
Thus ended two hours

on the job that wasn ' t even included on my schedule.
August 7, 1975 - My first day on the job officially , :
I reported to Gastman School because French School was still
under construction .

Moving to French was in the near future

- 6and much of my first few weeks on the job would consist of
packi ng , unpacking and supervision of the two .
After being introduced to the secretary (a very important
person and story in itself) , I was .whirled into the world
of finances called the star fund .

My firs t assignment was

to p a y a bill by writing a check drawn on the star fund .

How-

ever , nothing is quite that simple , I was to learn , and first
t h e h istor y of the star fund and pr oper bookkeeping procedures
must be explained to me , the novice .

The star fund, I was to

l e arn i s a fund that p r incipals use to obtain small purchases
t h ey need for their bui l ding .

Careful and accurate accounting

i s of utmost importance becau se the star f u nd is audited at
the end of each year .

I n Decatur monies for the star fund

c omes from the sale of pictures and other sales .

The s tar

fund was to be one of my pet projects for as long as I remained
a t French .
My next assignment was to make fire drill routes for
French School .

I was certain ly glad that I had toured French

and was knowledgeable of the floor pattern .
p l an and route make much more sense .

It made the floor

The rest of my day con-

sisted of packing , packing , and more packing .
•
•
Fr1day
, August
8 , 1975 - This was official moving day .

The movers arrived at Gastman and all office furniture ,
except telephone , was put on th.e tr'7ck .
that truck was French School .

The destination of

After making sure that every-

th i ng in the office was on its way to French , we got into our
cars and arrived just in time to supervise the movers .

After

re - arranging the office several times , we finally agreed on

- 7an arrangement and began to unpack .

Then the fun began .

We discovered that we didn ' t have a telephone and wouldn ' t
have for a few days .

When we needed to make a telephone call,

it was necessary to return to Gastman and use the phone .

This

is an illustration of just one minor problem of many that were
to face us in the ensuing days.
Monday , August 11, 1975 - My first administrative meeting
as an intern .

I attended a joint meeting of Springfield and

Decatur administrators to discuss problems of mutual concern .
Lack of money was to be the major problem of both cities and
would be a problem that I met many times in my role as intern .
This proved to be a very long day of approximately twelve
hour s and would be typical of many of the days that · I would
put in as an intern .

Two facts that I was to learn 1s that

administrators put in very long hours and attend many , many
meetings .
Tuesday, August 12 - The first problem that Mrs . Ground
and I were to tackle together was the one on registration of
pupils in a brand new building.

While solving this problem

I was to learn how many pink, blue, and white slips a parent
must fill out to officially enroll his child in school.

This

whole procedure reminded me much of college registration .
.~sides the pink , blue, and white slips I met that day , another
slip came my way, that of a purchase order .

I was handed a

manila folder of purchase orders and told to check purchase
orders against the new equipment that had already arrived at
French .

-8 The purchase order I learned was made out in triplicate .
The principal kept one and sent the rest to the business
office.

At the business office the purchasing orders are

given numbers along with the i terns. that are on the order
for data processing.

If the items on the purchase order

are not from the warehouse they are then put on a bid list.
Help!

Help!

There were one hundred blue, orange, and

gold chairs missing I found out as I checked the purchase
orders against the furniture and equipment.

After quickly

consulting with Mrs. Ground and a quick call to Mr . Reed,
Purchasing Agent,· the chairs were discovered at Baum Elementary
School.

After this incident it was back to orientation for

teachers.

I helped write a newsletter to teachers.

I ended

this day by attending a Decatur Dist~ict #61 board meeting.
Wednesday, August 13 - I spent this morning at Enterprise
School attending an administrative workshop on teacher evaluation.

Decatur has adopted a new evaluation instrument and all

administrators were introduced and given pointers on use of
this instrument .

This workshop was presented by Mr . Tom McGreal

from University of Illinois.
on scheduling

3

That afternoon I spent entirely

of support personnel .

A task that I thought

would be relatively easy turned into a monumental one.
Thursday, August 14 .- This day was a continuation of
opening school activities .

.

I did
. further work on scheduling.

After this I helped Mrs . Ground write a newsletter to parents.
The rest of the day was spent in unpacking, checking, and
distributing furniture and materials .

- 9Friday , August 15 - Today, I was introduced to more
paper work .

While checking and unpacking furniture from the

move , many pieces were broken or damaged .

Mrs . Ground had me

prepare work orders to get this furniture repaired .

A work

order is the process that Decatur uses to get repair work
done around the various schools.

After completing the work

orders my next assignment was to write a welcoming letter to
all kindergarten children . 4 Then I prepared my first report
to the central administration building .

This was a report

to the personnel office concerning certification of teachers .
This report is completed and sent in at the beginning of each
school year..
and valid .

This report shows that certificates are registered

The rest of this day was spent in another meeting,

that of elementary cabinet.
Elementary cabinet consists of all elementary principals.
It is chaired by the Director of Elementary Education .

Mutual

problems and concerns make up the major portion of all cabinet
meetings .

This meeting was directed toward the opening of

school.
Sunday, August 17 - Today I did my first public relations
work by attending a Sunday afternoon tea and open house at
Humpty Dumpty Nursery .

Humpty Dumpty Nursery is just one of

the three that send children to French School .

I was later

to find out how important public relations with these nurseries were throughout the school year .
mutually .

We solved many problems

One of the most endearing problems that was to come

our way concerned a little first grade child who discovered
that some of her nursery friends had a different lunch than

- 10 s h e did at school.

Therefore , she decided that she would

j ust go to the nursery for lunch instead of eating at school .
Thi s she did for three days before the nursery discovered
a n ext ra child for lunch .
Monday , August 18 - This day was primarily spent i n
working in the Instructional Materials

Cen~er .

Although

the primary purpose of this was just to get the Materials
Ce nter ready for opening of school , it was to later serve a
ver y important function .

This allowed me an opportunity to

know· what kind of materials were in the Materials Center .
Later , when teachers needed materials , I could suggest
various things that we r e available in the . French School
Materials Center.

This was especially helpful when one of

my e x tra projects was helping a new teacher in all phases
o f teaching .
Tuesday, August 19 - Today was especially thrilling
because I met some of the teachers at French School .

Before

tod a y teachers were just names on a typed list of paper . 5
Today I got to start associating names with faces and persona l ities .

Although it was nice to meet the various teachers I

was to soon learn that their just dropping i n put quite a
crimp in the amount of work that could be accomplished .

We

found that it made us stay later in order to accomplish work
that was necessary .
Besides meeting teachers I was introduced to another
aspect of administration - that of interviewing candidates
for a position.

On this interview I just observed .

After

t h e interview , Mrs. Ground gave me some pointers on things

- 11she looked for ln a candidate.

Today ' s agenda also included

a meeting with bicentennial chairman to discuss plans for a
bicentennial year at French School .

This bicentennial was

to be just one of the many things that would influence
curriculum at French School.
Wednesday , August 20 - Today I was introduced to the
mutuel work between school and community .

I met Officer

Safety, a police officer whose salary is shared by the school
district and the law enforcement agency .

His job is to

provide instruction to all Decatur pupils ln the area of
safety .

His meeting at French was to set up a schedule for

his instruction .

I continued the day by unpacking and dis-

tributing books to classrooms in preparation for openlng of
school .
Thursday and Friday, August 21- 22 - These two days were
much alike .

I spent the entire two days in preparing materials

for teacher ' s folders and unpacking and distributing materials
for the various classrooms .
Monday , August 25 - This entire morning was spent in
preparing an agenda and materials for a faculty meeting that
was to be held Wednesday, August 27 .

At noon I attended a

luncheon for all new teachers and administrators at the
Holiday Inn .

The rest of the afternoon was spent ln a

meeting at the Keil Building .

Here we were given information
I

•,

on data processing and filling out reports for data .

Data

handles lots of reports for the Decatur School District .

It

keeps summary sheets of pupil enrollment , absenteeism , grades,
etc .

- 12 Tuesday , August 26 - Today I met parents from the
French area .

We had a meeting with the parents who were

lunchroom supervisors .

Running the lunchroom is part of

an elementary principal's concern~

Good lunchroom supervisors

are very important and can save a principal lots of headaches .
Fortunately, I was to learn French School had this type of
lunchroom supervisors .

These were mothers from French School

who performed their job more as a service than for the money .
This meeting was to discuss problems that might arise in the
lunchroom.

After meeting with the lunchroom supervisors, we

met with volunteer parents who were going to help with
registration .

Also, I continued to unpack and distribute

materials.
Wednesday, August 27 - School started today .
red letter day on my calendar.
meeting.

This is a

I conducted my first faculty

With all the questions that the teachers had and the

material that was to be covered , ·the morning quickly passed .
In the afternoon I helped register children for school .

My

specific job was to assign all new students to a particular
classroom.
balanced.

I had to be sure and keep the room numbers evenly
After registration I helped check teachers in and

count fee mon1es.
to be banked .

Then I took the money to the Keil Building

Thus ended my first day of school.

Thursday , August 28 school.

Children ~ must

spend all day at

They had a hard time understanding why they needed

two principals, when in the past they had only one .

Mrs . Ground

and I had discussed my role and had decided for simplicity ' s

- 13 sake and other reasons to introduce me as another principal .
I was to appreciate the generosity of Mrs. Ground sharing
her title with me in ensuing days when discipline measures
were necessary with children .

Mrs~

Ground and I visited

each classroom and introduced ourselves .

We also discussed

with the children the care of a brand new facility .

Rules

and other regulatory proce_dures were also discussed .

Al -

though we had competent lunchroom supervision , we spent the
lunch hour 1n supervision in order to get things running
smoothly .

This role I would continue to play during my

stay at French .
hour than usual .

My

~tomach

had to adjust to a later lunch

The afternoon was spent on various details

of starting school .

I was totally unprepared for the teacher

bombardment that greeted Mrs. Ground and me after school .
Teachers had all kinds of problems to be solved .

These

problems ranged from not enough reading books on a particular
level to perm1ss1on to leave early due to family commitment .
Finally the various problems were solved or tabled for
further investigation.

It was past five and Mrs. Ground and

I settled back to reflect upon the day and wind up the looseends .
Friday , August 29 - Our biggest problem to solve today
was to convince central administration of our great need
for an additional teacher.

Since we were not the only ones

.

who felt that additional teachers or aides were needed , I
was to learn of

D~catur's

great priority list.

However,

because of our dire need we were quickly g1ven the go ahead
s1gn to interview teachers for a fourth section of kindergarten .
Our next job then was to schedule job interviews .

I

-14had known we had a surplus of teachers but nothing enforces
this premise than declaring a vacancy.
with phone calls and applications.

We were swarmed

To expediate matters we

decided to interview only a small .number of applicants.
Also I spent part . of this day compiling a fourth classroom
list .

Some of the problems I encountered 1n making this

list were changing and arranging nursery bus pick- ups,
working mothers, and others.
Up to this point Mrs . Ground and I had been so busy
just moving and starting school, that we had never sat down
to discuss a planned program for me.

This we decided should

be done and we established some objectives for the month of
September.6
Tuesday, September 2 - Today we interviewed for the
kindergarten job and hired a teacher.

I spent an hour or

so discussing curriculum and showing materials to the new
kindergarten teacher.

Mrs. Ground and I then cleaned and

set up an extra room for kindergarten.

We made a list of

equipment, materials, and supplies that would be needed for
this kindergarten room.

Because I had training in kinder-

garten curriculum this new teacher and the other kindergarten
teacher became my special project for my entire stay at
French .

I observed and made recommendations to them,

especially the new teacher,
phases of teaching.
~udget

P . T.A.

meeting .

wh~ nee~ed

direction in various

This night I also attended a P.T.A .

French School has a very strong and active

This group I learned could be a great asset in helping

- 15an elementary principal .

Here I learned another good public

relations lesson.
Wednesday, September 3 - I spent the entire morning
helping the new kindergarten teacher in her room .
afternoon I spent processing books

and · mate~ials .

That
Decatur

School System has a central book depository located at
Riverside and all books must come from there or return to
there . After school there was a faculty meeting to discuss
levels in reading and departmentalization.

French School ' s

intermediate grades are organized by subjects .
Thursday, September 4 - A most unusual thing happened
to me today .

The second grade teacher discovered that her

gerbil was having birth difficulties.

The gerbil needed

immediate veterinarran attention and since Mrs . Ground did
not care for gerbils, mice, and hamsters, I was elected to
take the gerbil to the veterinarian .

This was one job that

I would never have associated with the elementary principalship.

The rest of the day was of routine nature - supervision
.
of students, checking of materials and more unpacking.
Friday, September 5 - Today, I discovered that schedules .
do not stay made but have to be revised .

After spending many

hours making schedules for support personnel, I discovered
that because of conflict with other principal ' s program all
support personnel schedules must

be ~ revised .

Another admin -

istrative function that was to require some time and head aches to us was the free and reduced lunches .
has to approve all applications .

The principal

Mrs. Ground was very careful

-16to check the information and would not approve a lunch
without justification .

This created a few problems for us.

Finally , I was able to finalize a free and reduced lunch
list to all teachers.

Today, I formally begin to get

acquainted with the students .
for the month of September .
acquainted with the students.

This was one of my objectives
I visited some classrooms to get
My own private objective was

to learn every child before I left French School.
Monday, September 8 - Today, I continued .mY objective
of getting acquainted with the children of French School by
spending recess and lunchtime on the playground.

Today, I

also interviewed an applicant for a first grade aide job.
I also wrote work orders and prepared for a faculty meeting.
Mrs. Ground and I share the responsibilities for chairing
the faculty meeting. 7
Tuesday, September 9 - Things are beginning to settle
into a routine; but, there is still lots of unpacking to be
done .

Everyday I spend some time unpacking .

P.T.A. board meeting .

I attended

This meeting was primarily held tq

discuss ways of obtaining needed equipment for French School .
After this meeting, I attended a second meeting with the
beautification chairman of French School.
shrubbery and plants for French Sc?ool.

We discussed
Today, I sat in on

a conference with parents and first ·grade teacher concerning
a first grader who wasn't behaving.

I also attended a board

of education meeting.
Wednesday, September 10 - Today, I went to Gastman School
to pick up a painting that had been donated by P.T.A.

This

- 17created some concern among P . T . A. members .
I fou nd them .

Thank goodness

We can now have an art gallery at French.

There was a staffing for a little girl who is borderline
E . M. H.

I sat in on planning with social worker to plan her

work a t

Fren ch for the year .

I . M. C. consultant .

Also did planning work with

Another meeting - this one concerned

American Education Week .

We made plans for various different

projects .
Thursday, September 11 - There were lots of things to
do today . French is hosting a reception for Dr . Wills , who
has resigned .
f or this.

Therefore , I spent time planning and preparing

We also did classroom v i sitation .

We are appr ais -

i ng one- third of our teachers on a new evaluation instrument .
I ' m glad to get pointers on evaluation.

Also did general

supervision .
Friday , September 12 - Today was just repetitive of
yesterday - more getting ready for reception and more class room v isits for evaluation .

I was amazed at the numbers of

teachers who sit behind their desks while teaching.
Monday , September 15 - We tagged more furniture at
Ga stman today.

We are hopefully beginning to wind down 1n

t h e moving process .

While at Gastman we consulted with the

business manager , Mr . Meurlot , concerning items that
Mrs . Ground did not want .

When we arrived back at French

Mrs . Tiarks , Director of Food Service , was there to see us .
The problem was that they were taking one of our good lunchroom servers .

This upset Mrs . Ground .

She is not pleased

wi th the wa y t his situat i on is being handled .

After Mrs . Tiarks ,

- 18-

Mr . Schlosser, Director of Physical Education and Health,
was in concerning physical education schedules.
means more rescheduling.
schedules.

·This visit

I have made schedules and remade

After school we made a trip to Gastman to let

teachers make final selection of equipment.

I also attended

P . T . A. board meeting • . They are going to sell "Drix" to
raise money for· equipment at French School.
Tuesday, September 16 - Today was rather routine.

I

filled a request for materials for teachers, made classroom
visits, had conferences with teachers after visits, and
supervision.

The only thing unusual was a visit to a home

to see why the child wasn ' t in school .
Wednesday, September 17 - I spent the entire morning in
elementary cabinet.

Various bits of information were given.

First an update of the director's job .

Then the principals

were g1ven an adjusted budget to work with.
the budget to their principals in the spr1ng.
adjust them on the sixth day enrollment.
a flat rate per child .

Decatur gives
Then they

Principals receive

It is around $30 per elementary·

student, $36 per junior student, and $42 per high school
student .

When we got back the movers were at Gastman and

needed some advice .

We made a quick trip to Gastman to settle

the question of some tables .

With our revised budget I did

some adjustments and brought it'up t'b date .

We will be

ordering extra materials since Mrs . Ground has an additional
amount of money.
Thursday, September 18 - I attended an all day A.S.C.D .
conference at Effingham, Illinois .

This was my introduction
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We got back just in time to attend the P.T.A .

potluck dinner .

It was quite successful .

up to the corner.

People were lined

I never saw such a turnout for a P.T.A.

potl-uck.
Friday, September 19 - Today I did general office work.
I want to learn as much about the secretary's job as possible
because I think it might be helpful.
Monday, September 22 - I did some more unpacking.
boxes are coming in from Gastman.
and Memorial Fund.
meeting.

Final

I reconciled the Star Fund

Mrs. Ground and I prepared for faculty

We also. made home visits to check on two children.

These are the same children that we made a home visit on the
other day.

They really are not sick.

get them up.

The mother just doesn't

She oversleeps; and therefore, the children do

not get to school .

Although we have attendance officers in

the Decatur School System, Mrs. Ground prefers the personal
touch.

With this family, Mrs. Ground is prepar1ng to take

them to court.
absenteeism.

We are documenting their tardiness and
Mrs. Ground and I conducted a faculty meeting.

Tuesday, September 23 - Again today, we had to visit
these children.

The mother told us that they were sick .

Mrs . Ground produced a thermometer and took their temperature.
The mother backed down and we took the children to school.
Since, one of my jobs has been to as.sist ·the kindergarten
teacher in curriculum and the physical set- up of her room,
I made a trip to Garfield School where some spare furniture
is stored and selected some furniture for this kindergarten
room.

The kindergarten teacher is doing a good job so far .

- 20 The only problem she has had is discipline.
conducted my first fire drill .

Today, I also

This was very interesting

since I spent many hours preparing schedules and signs for
the fire drill.

Guess what happened?

did their own thing .

Therefore, we called a short meeting

and went over our plan again .
drill in the near future.
fire drills per year .

Some of the teachers

We will have another fire

We are required to have seven

When you have a fire drill you call

the central fire station and report that you are going to
have it.

Then when it is over you call back and give the

number of minutes it took to evacuate the building.

In

addition to the above, I also did general duties, supervision,
etc .
Wednesday, September 24 - Today , I learned how to
inventory the storeroom and prepare a storeroom requisition .
This requisition is prepared monthly from the warehouse
catalogue .

In general, this catalogue contains classroom ,

office, and custodial supplies .

Decatur School System orders

common things in huge quantities and stores them in a wareho~se .

Each month, when the people who work in the warehouse

rece1ve their requisitions, they ship to each school via
Decatur ' s fleet trucks each order .

It 1s told that the

principals , who are in the good graces of the warehouse

.

people, receive first priority .and also the best.
this statement is true , I do not know .
new .

We checked all patrol children.

Whether

Today I did something
Since French 1s located

1n a very busy section of Decatur, patrol children are used,
along with an adult crossing guard , to control traffic patterns
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I also did other general supervisory duties

today .
Thursday, September 25 - This morning I went to Durfee
School, where our reading

strategi~ts

are located to obtain

an individual reading test for an exceptionally bright first
grader.

This test was needed to obtain her reading level .

Today, there were several fights on the playground.
office was full of these offenders .

I spent quite some time

cleaning the office of these offenders.

I try to follow the

discipline measures that Mrs. Ground uses .
only in extreme cases .

The

We do paddle; but,

We try talking, keeping them after

school and other means .
Friday, September 26 - Not too much happened today .

I

taught a class while a teacher kept her dental appointment .
The rest of the day was spent in routine matters .
Monday , September 29 - From observation I am finding
that much of the principalship is spent in public relations
and managing people to obtain what you want .
Today was such a day .

There was a constant flow of

people in and out of the office .

The P . T . A. president spent

an hour discussing various fund raising projects .

Another

visitor in the office today was Larry Reed , Purchasing Agent
for the Decatur School District .

He was concerned about the

moving of the marble babies, a piece of statuary .

.

to contract their movement was expensive .

The cost

Mrs . Ground con-

vinced him to move the statue .
Tuesday, Sept ember 30 - Mrs. Ground and I conducted an
in-service meeting for parent volunteers at French School.
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etc.

Mrs. Ground is fortunate to have good parents .

does not have problems with her volunteer program.

She
Because

these parents are in the school and see the needs of the
school, they are most generous in donating things to the
school .
More public relations
newsletter to parents.

work~

I worked on the October

Mrs. Ground sends out a monthly

newsletter to all parents to keep them informed on happenings
at French School.
Wednesday, October 1 - I spent most of this day observing
1n the classrooms.

Today's observation was to acquaint me with

the reading program at French School. · Mrs. Ground and I were
concerned about the better student after visiting the class rooms.

This is one area of curriculum we would like to work

with this year.
Thursday, October 2 - Again today we are visiting to
observe the reading program.

We are going to take up some

of the problem areas in the faculty meeting .

Other happen-

ings of today were of a routine nature except we checked
student traffic pattern before and after school.
Friday , October 3 - Today, Mrs. Ground and I worked on
the agenda for the Monday faculty meeting.

We reviewed

notes from our classroom observations and Mrs. Ground and
I had a long discussion concerning the role of a principal
in classroom observations and curriculum.

Mrs. Ground

mainly makes three types of classroom visits:

one is to

observe curriculum, the second is for teacher evaluation,
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special projects .
Monday, October 6 - This week I am away from French
School with the other interns and we are getting an overview of the business office .

The business director is very

efficient and pulled us together for this orientation .
didn ' t want to do it three different times .

He

Later we will

return to the business office alone for more in- depth study .
Today, Mr . Meurlot gave us the history and overview of his
position .

The afternoon was spent with Mr . Kline , who 1s

Director of Accounting and Financial Operations .
Tuesday, October 7 - There was a continuation of the
accounting and financial operation .

Then we went for an

overview of the Purchasing Department with Mr. Reed .
Mr. Reed 1s responsible for doing all the purchasing for the
Decatur Schools .

He is also responsible for the print shop,

microfilm department, and the warehouse .
Wednesday, October 8 - Today we attended the business
department ' s cabinet meeting.

It consisted of Mr . Meurlot,

Business Director; Mr . Kline, Finance Director; Mr . Reed , ,
Purchasing Agent; Mr . Kemper, Building and Ground Director;
Mr. Smith, Director of Data; and Mrs. Tiarks, Director of
Food Services .

Mr . Meurlot told us that anything said in

those four walls was not to go any farther .

Then each

director was allowed "to get things off his chest ."

The

rest of the day was spent with Mrs . Tiarks in Food Service .
We went out to the new Stephen Decatur building to observe
~he

lunch hour.

It was one of Mrs . Tiarks ' most pressing
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The students were not getting fed in ·enough time

to return to class on time .

Mrs . Tiarks discussed her many

duties with us on the way .

She is responsible for ordering

all cafeteria foods and supplies.

She is also responsible

for the hiring and firing of all cafeteria employees.

She

also keeps abreast of all state regulations for operating a
food service.
Thursday, October 9 - Today we were given an overv1ew
of the transportation department .
and boarded a bus.
children.

We arrived before seven

We rode a typical bus route with the

Then we had a long discussion with Mr. Kaltenbach

concerning problems of transportation.

Decatur does not

maintain its own bus fleet but leases transportation serv1ces·
from Soy City Lines.
The afternoon we spent with Mr . Smith , Director of Data.
He gave us an overview of data in the Decatur District .
we went on a tour of" the data department .
is plagued with problems.

Then

This department

Last year the data system completely

broke down and everything had to be put back on a manual
system.

Mr. Smith is hoping that won ' t happen this year .

Friday , October 10 - Today we were with the Director of
Buildings and Grounds .

He gave us an overview of his job.

We then went on a tour of some of the new buildings where he
had men working .

After the tour we ~pent the rest of the

day with Mr. Robbins, Director of Custodial Operations .

Here

we learned the role of the principal with the custodial staff .
Monday, Octobe r 13 - Columbus Day Holiday
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Mrs . Ground up - dated me on various happenings.

We planned

our objectives and up - dated my calendar of events.
firemen were in and we had a fire drill.
pleased with it.
another one .

The

They were not

They are going to come back later for

We certainly are having trouble getting the

fire exit plan to work.
Wednesday, October 15 - Mrs. Ground and I spent the
morning in elementary cabinet .
principals were discussed .
major problem.

Some mutual problems of

Late bus pick- up seems to be a

This is not a problem at French .

children walk to school .

All our

They are neighborhood children .

Later in tne afternoon I went to the bank to deposit money
in the star fund .

Other duties of the afternoon were planning

the agenda for the faculty meeting, conference with Officer
Safety, and checking patrols.
Thursday, October 16 - I took another trip to the bank
to deposit money for the star fund.

The rest of the day was

involved with a stolen band instrument .

Mrs. Ground and I

had a conference with the boy who stole the instrument , his
mother , and a city policeman .

This is quite a sad affair .

The child will have to go to court .

He is only ten years

old and is not very mature .
Friday, October 17 - Today·, the secretary was absent
and I volunteered to do her duties .
exper1ence .

This was a very good

I took care of all the lunch money, called in

number of lunches , and answered the phone .

I also was in-

volved in another conference concerning the child who stole
the band instrument.
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Drix is a

cleaner that all children of French School are selling to
make money .

Since we will be responsible for the collecting

of the money, Mrs . Ground and I supervised quite closely.
Most of the rest of the day was spent in routine matters .
After school we had a

fac~lty

meeting .

Part of the faculty

meeting was devoted to the reading curriculum.
Tuesday , October 21 - Today was spent in general office
d uties .

Mrs . Ground and I worked on budget .

One of

Mrs. Ground ' s top priorities is French ' s material center .
Sh e wanted to improve it .
in this direction.

Most of her money will be spent

We also checked on address of a student

attending French School and found out that he does not live
1n the French district .
Wednesday, October 22 - General Cabinet met today .

One

of the main topics of discussion was data processing and its
relation to each individual school in Decatur .

vfuen Mrs. Ground

and I got back to French , we had several discipline problems
facing us .
Thursday , October 23 - I spent the morn1ng adapting
what I had learned about data to French School .
used with student records and budget.

Data is

Mrs. Ground and I

also spent some time in planning my goals and objectives .
Then I did

classroo~

observation .

Friday, October 24 - Mrs . Ground and I inventoried the
storeroom and prepared it for order from warehouse .

I did

before school , noon, and after school supervision.

The rest

of the day was spent with people, phone calls and other things .
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for the November newsletter.
schedules .

I also did some re - arranging of

The rest of the day was spent in orientating a

substitute secretary.
Tuesday, October 28 - This morning Mrs. Gr,ound and I
worked on material for in- service meeting for p . m.

In the

area of curriculum the teachers , Mrs . Ground, and I are
working on reading for the better than average student .
Mrs . Ground and I have made trips to Riverside to obtain
materials for the better student.

Also , teachers are

attempting to meet needs by departments .

One area of the

reading is still a concern and that is the student who comes
into first grade reading .

Our first grade teachers still

want them to go through a readiness book of vowel sounds .
Wednesday, October 29 - Today , I scheduled all teachers
for their pre - evaluation conferences.

Each teacher must

set objectives and goals to improve his teaching.

I also

scheduled Officer Safety to visit each classroom.

Mrs . Ground

and I attended a tea at Day Care Nursery.
subsidized by United Fund .

This nursery 1s

It is different from the other

nurseries that are in the French District .
Thursday, October 30 - Mrs. Ground and I spent the
morning attending an in-service workshop in movement education.

This dance troupe is

arts council.

sponsor~d

partly by the fine

While we were at this school, where the work-

shop was being held, we decided to observe the lunchroom
procedure for ideas .

Actually we did not think that their

lunchroom was as smooth as ours.
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had a party .

Each classroom

Also there was a Halloween Parade .

involved all afternoon.
garten classrooms .

These things

I spent the morning observing kinder-

I am totally responsible for these rooms .

However, Mrs . Ground will advise me if I need it.

After

school there was a pre - evaluation conference with a teacher .
It is difficult to · get them to set objectives to improve
their teaching .

They want to set objectives where the children

improve .
Monday, November 3 - We had more teachers 1n today for
their pre - evaluation conference .
and after school supervision.
Ob$ervations.

I did before school , noon,

I also did some classroom

Mrs. Ground explained budget procedures to me.

Tuesday, November 4 - Mrs . Ground and I worked on
budget .

As stated previously , the material center is getting

a big share of the budget.

Today, I started procedure for

a psychological evaluation on a child.
her system to me.

Mrs . Ground explained

Many people must fill out papers before a

psychological evaluation can be obtained.

The parents of

the child were in today for a conference and to fill out a
permission slip.
cannot be tested.

Parents must give permission or .a child
We had· a fine art assembly today .

introduced the speakers .

I

French School has various programs

planned for school assemblies . ,
Wednesday , November 5 - Today was spent mainly 1n
supervision.

I was 1n the classrooms all morning.

afternoon was spent 1n general office duties .

The
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Mrs . Ground and I did not accomplish much .

I wonder if all

principals have as many interruptions as Mrs . Ground . . One
group of people that came in was the lunchroom supervisors.
They wanted to route the children to and from the playground
differently .

Also they wanted to discuss some other problems.

I balanced the star fund and memorial fund with the bank statement .

We also had a pre- evaluation conference .
Friday , November 7 - We have completed the budget.

Hope -

fully , I will now be able to keep the set of books and be a
good business manager .
ence .

We had another pre- evaluation confer-

Teachers are not comfortable ·with this new evaluative

instrument.

We also had a parent in for conference.

parent is not happy with a teacher.

This

We will discuss the

matter with the teacher and get back to the parent .

I spent

the rest of the day with general office work.
Monday, November 10 - The first thing on the .agenda this
morning was a staffing for a child with learning disabilities .
Many people are involved in these conferences.

They are

principal, classroom teacher, learning disabilities teacher ,
learning disabilities supervisor, director of special education, psychologist, and nurse.

Mrs . Ground and I reviewed

the agenda for the faculty meeting and made minor revisions .
We also visited a classroom by
history lesson .

~nvit~tion

to observe a special

I conducted the faculty meeting after school.

Tuesday, November 11 - Holiday
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e l ementary cabinet meeting .

We also were invited to

attend another short history lesson .

The students are

costuming themselves as various characters from out of the
past and giving a short resume of their life.

We spent the

rest of the day in general cleaning and clearing of files
and materials.
Thursday, November 13 - Today was balloon day at French
School .

Each child that sold Drix was allowed to pop a

balloon containing a number.

The number determined the type

of prize that each child obtained .

I spent a g o od portion

of the day organizing and helping with this activity .
However, I did find time to read personnel files on each
individual teacher .
Friday, No v e mber 14 - Mrs. Trimby was ln to discuss the
Title I Reading Program at French.

This is the first year

that French School has had a Title I Program.
was not too familiar with it .

Mrs . Ground

I was able to offer suggestions

because I had worked under Title I .

I planned the agenda and

prepared materials for Monday's faculty meeting.

I also

discussed with Mr . Snack, science coordinator, the possibility of a spring planting day for French School .

In

addition to the above , I again observed 1n the kindergarten
classroom .

I

'

.. .

Monday , Novemb e r 17 - Since improving the reading curriculum is one goal at French, I spent most of the day assembling
U- Sail material for the teachers .

I then discussed and

explained it to them at the faculty meeting .

U- Sail is an
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down into levels .

I also did general office duties because

the secretary was ill .
Tuesday , November 18 - I
classroom observation .

spen~

the entire morning 1n

The major portion of the afternoon

was spent at a P . T . A . council meeting .

After school, I

attended a brownie meeting and accepted macrame pot hangers
for French School .

Mr. Turner stopped in to see Mrs. Ground

and she couldn ' t go to the brownie meeting .
Wednesday, November 19 - Today was the offi cial day to
visit French School during American Education Week .

It was

surprising how many parents not only visited in the class room but . also would drop 1n to chat with Mrs. Ground.

Most

of the parents at French seem to like Mrs . Ground and the
programs at French.

When we weren ' t busy with parents,

we spent the time getting ready for Open House Sunday.
This is to be the official dedication of the new wing of
French School .
Friday , Nov e mber 21 - I did three major things today .
The three were organization and supervision of picture
taking, preparation for open house, and staffing for two
students .
Nonday , November 24 - Today, I was Florence Nightengale,
The office was besieged with children complaining that their

.

stomachs ached.

·.

I took temperatures and phoned parents.

There must be some kind of bug going around .
the above, I did routine office duties.
people in tod a y .

In addition to

There were many
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and goals for December .

We spent the major portion of the

day visiting special education classes at Washington School.
Wednesday , November 26 - I

b~lanced

the star fund and

memorial fund for November with bank statement .

Mrs . Ground

and I took all duty periods to show that we were thankful
for good teachers .

We were invited to attend several

classrooms for plays and parties .

We did , however , find

some time to work on an agenda for the faculty meeting .
Monday, December 1 - We interviewed two custodians
today .

One custodian just decided he didn ' t want to work

and quit .
this month.

Our other custodian is retiring at the end of
Mrs . Ground pointed out something about

custodians that I would have not thought about .

She took

one custodian because he had a lot of nervous energy .

She

concluded that he would have to be busy all the time with
that nervous energy .
taped it .

I conducted the faculty meeting and

Mrs . Ground did not attend the faculty meeting .

She listened to the tape and said that I had done a good
job.
Tuesday, De c e mber 2 - Mrs . Ground is attending a two day conference and I am i~ charge of the building .

I wrote

a memo to teachers concerning corporal punishment .

I spent

a major portion of the day studying ·. test scores of French
students from central administration .

With the use of this

test data, Mrs . Ground hopes to effect change in the curriculum area .

Since I will be leaving French shortly , I worked

on a building organization for next year .
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and took notes to give to Mrs . Ground when she returns .
After cabinet I had an evaluative conference with a kindergarten teacher .
discipline .

One of the major items of discussion was

This is her first year and she

pline problems.

~s

having disci -

I made several suggestions to her and set a

date with Mr. Schimanski, supervisor of hard core discipline
problems.

He is going to visit this kindergarten classroom

and demonstrate some classroom management techniques using
behavior modification.

The rest of the day was spent in

routine matters .
Thursday , December 4 - Mrs . Ground came back today.
filled her in on happenings while she was away .

I

Mrs . Ground

and I made necessary preparation for tonight ' s reading work shop .

We felt that it was highly successful .
Friday , December 5 - Absent due to illness .
Monday, December 8 - "Tis two weeks before Christmas and

all through French School there is bustling and hustling "-I began to hang the greenery around French School and decorate
the Christmas tree.
I finished .

The office area sure looked nice after

A teacher was in who was quite concerned with

a student that just would not behave .

Mrs. Ground and I are

going to observe her class and then decide what measures to
take with this student .

There were lots of interruptions .

I did not accomplish too much today .
Tuesday, December 9 - I am still decorating at French .
In addition to this , I did general office duties and attended
a staffing on a student .

The most interesting happening
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tec~nique.

I gleaned several important· items from

this conference .
Wednesday, December 10 - Today was general cabinet .
This lasted until noon .

In the afternoon I worked on class-

room lists for next year.
Thursday, December 11 - The major portion of today was
spent in a meeting on teacher evaluation at the Holiday Inn .
Friday, December 12 - Today Mrs. Ground and I made g
home visit to get a kindergarten child in school .

This child

has not been attending school because the mother doesn ' t

have

transportation and she is afraid to let the child walk to
school.

Mrs . Ground convinced the mother to start the

child in school.

After our visit we went downtown to pick

_up hanging baskets that were being donated to French School.
I prepared a class size report for central administration.
Monday , December 15 - I attended a staffing for a
student today .

Some time was spent in classroom observation .

There was a special

p~ogram

by a choral group.

The rest of the day was spent in routine

at French.

It was a performance

matters .
Tuesday, December 16 - I continued to work on classroom
organization plan.
Christmas play .

I assisted a third grade teacher with

Woodrow Wilson Junior High presented a mus1c

program to French students.

After school Mrs. Ground and I

attended special education's open house .
Wednesday, December 17 - Today I prepared a short agenda
for the faculty meeting .

Mrs . Ground and I visited in some
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classrooms by invitation.

This is a n1ce time for visiting

classrooms. Everything is so holiday looking.

I conducted

the short faculty meeting after school.
Thursday, December 18 - I did· general supervisory duties
today.

Again Mrs . Ground and I spent a large amount of time

in classrooms visiting special plays and programs.

We are

also receiving lots of goodies to eat from the children.
Friday, December 19 - Today I took down Christmas
decorations .

I also moved materials from shelving .

to be painted during the Christmas holidays.

This is

I spent the

rest of the time attending parties .
Monday , January 5 , 1976 - Today is the first day back
from Christmas vacation .

Mrs . Ground and I discussed

art i cles for my scrapbook .
scrapbook .

I then worked .on compiling the

This scrapbook ·contains forms and schedules for

the operation of a school .

Today was a people day .

All
teachers dropped in to discuss their Christmas vacation.
The P.T.A. president was in to discuss equipment for the
playground.
Today was spent on building organization and my scrapbook.

My scrapbook .is coming along quite nicely.

be a big help when I get my own building .

It should

It contains a

vast resource of information that will be useful to me as a
principal .
schools .

It contains

information ~ on

open1ng and closing

I also did other routine jobs today .

(discip l ine,

supervision , etc . )
Tuesday , January 6 - Mrs . Ground and I had a conference
today with a teacher concerning the science program .

There
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and this teacher.

Mrs . Ground thought that everything in

the books should be taught and the teacher did not.
is one time that I agreed . with the teacher .
believe that the science book was sacred.
not. resolved .

It ended in a stalemate .

quite upset about this matter.

This

I could not
This problem was

Mrs . Ground was

I spent a big part of the

day checking what other teachers did .

She even had me check

minutes that science was being taught .
Wednesday, January 7 - I attended elementary cabinet
meeting.
cuts.

Much of this cabinet meeting was devoted to budget

It is very interesting to see the different priorities

among the var1ous administrators .
with picture retakes.

When I got back I helped

Mrs . Ground and I then prepared for

a faculty meeting between Frenc h and Dennis School.
Thursday, January 8 - Today Mrs . Ground went through
her office making sure that I was acquainted with books and
materials that are in every elementary school .
at quite a length philosophical positions .

We discussed

I spent the rest

of the day reinforcing my knowledge in the reading area .
Mrs . Ground and I agree that this is an important area in
the elementary curriculum .
Friday , January 9 - I made some classroom visitations
in the kindergart en rooms today.

All 1n all I feel that the

kindergarten program at French School 1s very good .
are three teachers in this program.

There

The only weak link is

the beginning teacher who is working on discipline and control.
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what I related to Mrs. Ground.
Monday, January 12 - This is my last week at French.

I

am learning that the beginning of a semester brings problems
to be solved at French.

We are getting many new students;

therefore, I had to revise my organizational sheet today.
New students mean a lot of paperwork in the office.

With

the revision of the organizational sheet , I also had to
revise the

read~ng

tentatives.

I spent the rest of the

day 1n routine matters .
Tuesday ,

Janua~y

13 - The maintenance men installed new

s h elving in a storeroom in French .
equipment after they were finished .

I mended and stored
Also , I .accompanied the

fi r st grade classes to Kirkland Fine Arts Center to see a
program on the theater • .
Wednesday , January 14 - Mrs . Ground and I spent the day
on various . items .
faculty meeting .

The first was the agenda for

th~

next

We have several problems to be solved .at

this meeting .
The second item that we did was to divide the two first
grade classes into three .

This had to be done because of

the large increase 1n new· students .
were simple , but it is not .

There is a lot involved in

dividing a class after a semester .
you make?

This may sound as if it

What kind of division do

Is the class going to be homogenous or hetrogenous?

Will the parents want their child moved?
be least effected by the move?
solved as we made our division .

Which students will

All these questions had to be
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supervisor .

n~w

lunchroom

This too brought problems to be solved .

All in

all today was a very busy day.
Thursday, January 15 - Today was a people day .
Mrs . Ground and I were kept busy with people .
person in was a man with a punch list.

The first

He was checking to

make sure that the building construction was finished .
second person in was an imposter .

He said that he was a

Millikin student, who wanted to take pictures.
his identification with Millikin .
We then called the police .

The

We checked

He was not a student .

They came out and took a

description of the young man.

We do not know why he did this.

After the police were out , Dan Medina from Channel 17 came
by to tape students.

He was interested in obtaining informa-

tion from students about Martin . Luther King.

Then the P.T . A.

President came in to discuss a project known as Red Apple
Club.

The whole day continued ln this pattern .
Friday, January 16 - My last day at French was a party

day !

I did do some routine things .
Administrative Assistant
and
Director or-Personnel
January 19 - 23 - This week I spent 1n the Administrative

Assistant's office and the Director of Personnel .
The Administrative Assist~nt

8

i~ responsible for general

internal and external communications.
his job and I read his job description.

Mr. Skibbens explained
The time that I spent

with Mr. Skibbe ns was mainly spent in observation and discussion .

- 39 However , I did write job descriptions and articles for the
In Decatur.
Mr . Matthew, the Director of Personnel; also had me
to read his job description and a ·book on tenure laws.

The

Director of Personnel is responsible for the administration
of the personnel program for the district.

While I was with

Mr. Matthew I did some interviewing of substitute teachers.
I also looked through applications and selected · five that I
thought were best for a high school social studies position .
I also did some changing of contract amounts for teachers
who had advanced on the salary schedule.

The rest of my

time was mainly spent in observation and discussion .
Director of Compensatory Education
January 26 - 30 - The time that I spent with the Director
of Compensatory Education1°was very interesting and something
that J was familiar with since I had been a Title I teacher .
The Director of

Compensato~y

Education is responsible for

the Title I - ESEA compensatory education program of the
district, which serves the special educational needs of
educationally deprived children in school attendance areas
h~ving

high concentrations of children from low · income

families.
Again much of my week was spent 1n observation and
discussion.

I did get involved in the writing of two

federal proposals .

The rest of my time was spent in visita-

tion of classroom Title I teachers .

- 40 'S'p e·c·ial Educ·ation
February 2- 13 - The special education department lS
large in Decatur .
departments .

It has many supervisors working in varlous

There is a Director of Special Education , who

serves as Director of the Macon County Special Education
District and as Director of Special Education for District
#61 .

District #61 serves as the administrative district

for the Macon County Special Education District} 1 Then there
are two Assistant Directors of Special

~ducation , · one

takes

care of the county special education program and the other.
supervises the Decatur District #61 special education program .
After the director and assistants there are :

a speech

correction s u pervisor who supervises all the speech teachers ,
a l earning disabilities supervisor who supervises all teachers
of learning disabilities children , an educable mentally
retarded supervisor who supervises the teachers of educable
mentally retarded children, an acoustic and visually- impaired
supervisor who supervises all teachers of children with hearing and sight problems , and a social worker supervisor who
supervises all of the social workers .
I spent one day each with the above supervisors plus
three days with the principal at Sunnyside Center .

Mainly

my time with each was spent in observation, discussion and
visitation of classrooms .

This· over.view has certainly

extende d my knowledge of special education .
Business Office
February 16 - 20 - The week that I spent in the business
office was most memorable .

The most exciting thing that I

- 41did was to invest 1 . 6 million dollars .
money than I could imagine .

Th is is just more

When Mrs . Bateman handed me the

savings account book with a balance of 1 . 6 million dollars,
my first thoughts were what would I do if this was my own
personal money.

However, I soon came down to reality and

started calling banks to see what kind of interest rate
that they were willing to pay on 1.6 million dollars .
Since the Decatur District was only investing the money until
school was out, I only got a rate of

5~% .

Mr . Meurlot,

Director of Business Affairs, and I went to the bank to make
the transaction .

An interesting thing happened at the bank.

The girl who was working did not know how to make the machine
work since it did not register a million dollars.

Mr. Meurlot

told the girl how to break up the amount .
Another interesting thing that I did while in the
business office was to write a football bid.
learning experience .
kinds of footballs.
football.

This was a

I learned that there are different
There is a practice football and a game

The writing of this bid took hours because I was

ordering all football clothing and equipment for the four
high schools .
Some other things that I did while in the business office
was research and cost analysis of various things .
what administrative jobs were

~o

I knew

be . cut because I was assigned

the job of researching salaries and other benefits .

I also

did some manual checking of payroll and a statistical report
to the state.

The rest of my time was spent in observation

- 42and discussion with the various secretaries .

There is a

payroll secretary , insurance secretary , and an accounts
payable secretary.

One of the most interesting discussions

that I had in the business office was with Mr . Kl i ne , Director
of Fi nance , on the accrual and cash bookkeeping system.

I

certa inly l earned to appreciate all that the business office
di d .
The Director of Fin ance in Decatur is respon sible for
t he f inancial operations and accounting functions in accordance with state regulations , includin g all book entries ,
annual closing of the books and preparation of local and
state financial reports ; and s upervision of the day to day
f unctioning of the accounting department~ 2
The business office consist·s of a Director of Business
Affairs , who is responsible for all business affairs in the
Decatur District #61 ; a Director of Finance ; Director of
Transportation and Material Services , who is responsible for
the efficient

operat~ons

of t h e pupi l transportation system

as operated by a private contract carrier and is responsible
for the purchasing , warehousing , and print i ng operation;1 3
Director of Food Service , who is responsible for the efficient
operation of the student and employee lunchroom service throughout the district ; 1 4 and Director of Buildings and Grounds , who
is responsible for all maintenance ,

~co~struction ,

and custodial

operations relating to the buildings and grounds of the district! 5
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Principal
Assistant Principal
Dean of Boys
Dean of Girls
February 23 - March 5 - My two weeks spent at Eisenhower
~igh

School, home of the Panthers, was a pleasant surprise

to me.

I expected chaos and anarchy, but found a smooth

running school with well- disciplined· students.

The credit

must be given to the fine administrative staff and teachers
at Eisenhower.
The high school principal 1n Decatur is the educational
leader and chief administrative officer of the high schoo1! 6
The assistant principal aids the principal in general management of the schoolJ7

The Dean of s ·o ys is primarily concerned

with the attendance and discipline problems of high school
boys! 8 The Dean of Girls is primarily concerned with the
attendance and discipline problems of high school girls! 9
My time at Eisenhower was spent with the above four
administrators.
discussion.

It was spent primarily in observation and

s ·ome things that I did while at Eisenhower were:

worked with high school budget, worked with scheduling,
worked with staff, classroom visitation, checked elections,
and did grade point average for seniors.
Director of Research
March 8 - 19 - My next two weeks of the internship was
spent with the Director of Research, who administers the
pupil testing program of the district, designs and conducts
relevant educational research, and provides interpretive

- 44data to educational staff and board?O
While with the Director of Research I did student
projections for elementary schools, junior high schools,
and high schools.

I then did teacher allotments based on

the projections.

Another interesting thing that I did was

to develop a survey for learning objectives and do a random
selection of teachers.

The rest of my time was spent ln

observation, discussion, and readings of research .
The Middle School
Principal
Assistant Principal
Dean
March 22 - April 2 - The junior high school in Decatur
consists of three administrators .

They are the middle school

principal, who is the educational leader and chief adminis trative officer of the middle school unit ; 21 the assistant
princ1pal, who aids the principal in the general management
of the school; 22 and the dean , who is _responsible for the
attendance and discipline of middle school students . 23
The principal at Thomas Jefferson School where I was
assigned for two weeks was truly an educational leader .

He

was very strong in curriculum and he had me spend a large
amount of my time in the curriculum area.
The curriculum at Thomas Jefferson offers something
for all students.

It has an interdisciplinary program for

students who work well in this area .

It has a tutorial

program for students who have trouble ln school .

Also it

has a more traditional program for those students who do

- 45 well 1n this area.
Mr . Williams, the principal, and I had several long
discussions on curriculum and the principalship .
very knowledgeable in all areas.
in these areas .

He was

He gave me many pointers

Next year Mr . Williams will be experimenti?g

with bandular scheduling .

I really felt like I gained from

my stay at Thomas Jefferson .
While most of my time was spent in the curricular
area, I did work with the other two administrators.
acted as Dean one day, while the dean was absent .

I even
I also

did before and after school duties.
Director of Vocational Education
April 5 - 16 - The next two weeks of my internship was
spent with the Director of Vocational Education .

He is known

as the local director of vocational and industrial education
for state purposes? 4
While I was with Mr. Oettel, I helped prepare a brochure
to send to prospective employers informing them of high school
students with special training who were looking for jobs.

I

also attended several meetings in Springfield concerning vocational programs.

The rest of my two weeks was spent at the

Area Vocational Center getting acquainted with the various
programs that were offered.

The high school student in Decatur

has a wide and varied program to select from .
Roach School I.G.E .
April 19 - 30 - After much visiting around the central

- 46administration office, I was sent to Roach Elementary School
for two weeks .
Roach Elementary is enrolled in a program called I . G.E .
which is Independent Guided Educat.ion .

Each. student in this

program works at his own level and speed .

The principal and

staff at Roach have worked very hard at developing this
program.
While I was at Roach I visited the classrooms to get
familiar with their program .

I also spent some time studying

the materials they use in their program .
time was spent in

t~e

The rest of the

office .

Coordinator of Safety , Physical Education,
and High School Athletics
May 3 - 14 - The next two weeks I was back to the Keil
Building with Mr . Schlosser who is Coordinator of Safety,
Physical Education, and High School Athletics .

The Coor-

dinator of Safety, Physical Education, and High School
Athletics supervises and coordinates the safety , physical
education, and high school athletics for the district . 25
When I arrived in this office it was 1n an uproar .

They

had just found out that summer school was not going to be
reimbursed by the state .

Therefore , Decatur District would

probably have to go to a tuition summer school.
about eight years since
school .

Decatu~

It had been

had . operated a tuition summer

I spent most of my two weeks researching information

on a tuition based summer school .

I went back through the

files to get cost, classes offered, number of students and
buildings involved .

I then did current research on cost

- 47today for summer school .

This included hidden costs like

electricity, water, and social security .

With these figures

divided by the number of students that we projected would
attend a tuition summer school we
charge.

~rrived

at a figure to

The board of education adopted our figures and

Decatur has a tuition summer school.

It is needless to say

that the enrollment in summer school is not very large.
I also spent some time attending ball games and track
meets.

Besides these things I sat in on interviews for the

h ead coaching job at Stephen Decatur .
Director of Elementary Education
May 17 - 21 - My next week was one that I had looked
forward to .

I was to be in the office of the Director of

Elementary Education who is responsible for the educational
program and the internal administration of the elementary
schools?6

Unfortunately, this did not happen.

I only got

to spend a half- day with the Director of Elementary Education
because she was golng into the hospital for a check-up .

The

half day that I spent with her was an elementary cabinet
meeting.

Therefore , I did not get to be involved in the

department that probably would have interested me the most .
Associate Superintendent
May 17 - That afternoon I

spen~

with the Associate

Superintendent who is responsible for the development , _ admini stration , and supervision of the educational program for the
district .

In the absence of the superintendent , the asso -

ciate superintendent assumes the duties of the superintendent . 27
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Whi le I was with the associate superintendent , we spent some
t ime discussing the type of schoo l that I would operate .
thi nks that I am traditional and structured.

He

This is probably

true , however I do like to try new ideas and things .
cite d my succ ess with t h e inner cit y children.

He also

From our con-

versation , I think that I will probably be offered a lower
socio- economic school , if there is a vacancy .
After our discussion , the associate superintendent ,
Mr. Turner , assigned me the duty of preparing the agenda
for the annual curriculum advisory council .

The curriculum

a dvisory council is the head of ·all task forces in Deca tur
an d t h ey must give their approval before any adoptions can

be made .
Coordinator of Gifted and Special Programs
May 18 - The time that I spent with Mr . Martin ,
Coordinator of Gifted and Special Programs , was a very busy
time .

He was busy coordinating the orders for the new

l anguage arts task force adoptions .

I helped coordinate and

check orders against the master list of approved materials .
Mr . Martin is also responsible for writing proposals
to get special funding for special projects .

If a school

would like to try a special program, they submit a proposal .
Mr . Martin then edits it .
Unfortunately , Mr. Martin ' s position 1s being eliminated
due to budget cuts .

His work will have to be absorbed by

some other department or else Decatur will just drop special
funds and projects .

-4 9While I was with Mr . Martin, I got a grand tour of the
old Stephen Decatur building.

Mr. Reed , who is Director of

Transportation and Material Service , asked Mr. Martin to
accompany him to the old Stephen Decatur building for the
purpose of identifying antiques that are in the building .
This was most interesting .
that I did not know existed .

We were in nooks and cranies
Mr. Martin was able to tell

Mr. Reed which things were of value .

They are going to sell

the entire contents of the building .
Director of Secondary Education
May 19 - 21 - The Director of Secondary Education is
responsibl~

for the educational programs and

fo~

the internal

administration of the middle and high schools. 2 8 Mr. Tinch
gave me an overview of his jo.b and I spent most of my time
in observation .

His job is varied .

He handles everything

from irate parents to curriculum implementation .

Mr . Tinch

was much involved in the hiring back of non-tenure teachers
who had received letters dismissing them from Decatur District
#61.
Coordinat or of Instructi onal Materials Services
May 24 - 28 - It seems that most departments that I worked
and observed in were in a crisis period .

The Instructional

Materials Services was not an exception .

Miss Donahue ,

Coordinator of Instructional Materials Services, was involved
~n

moving libraries .
The libraries were being moved due to desegregation

plan of Decatur .

One school was being closed and its

- 50library was being divided between several other elementary
schools .

Some other elementary schools · were becoming

primary and

inter~ediate

materials.

Therefore, most of my two weeks was spent in

centers , which caused a shift of

moving libraries.
Miss Donahue did g2ve me an overview of her job .

She

is responsible for supervision and coordination of Instructional
Material Centers in all schools .

She also administers the

operation of the Resource Center, and coordinates the district
film library. 29
French School
May 31 - June 4 - I am back where I started at French
School.

The year is almost finished .

to see the closing of a school.

I am back at French

My time

lS

year reports and renewing old acquaintances.

spent in end- of-

- 51CONCLUSION
The internship was certainly a very positive and
profitable experience .

It was one of the most interesting

years that I ever experienced .

As I look back over the year

of the internship the experiences were varied and many.
At French School I was involved in the opening of a new
building , orientation, curriculum work , evaluation , ·budget ,
and many other phases of the elementary principalship .

I

really feel that I had first-hand exper1ence in what the
principalship involved .

All this exper1ence and knowledge

will be helpful in the future .
Then, the time spent in the var1ous administrative
departments was profitable .

I am now better aware of what

is involved in each administrative office .

Also, the total

program and goals of the Decatur School System are better
known to me .

In addition to the above, I also know people

on a more personal basis and would not hesitate to call them
for assistance.
planned .

The intern program was certainly well

The only fault that I found with the program was

that the duration of time spent in some of the offices was
too short to allow for follow through on a project .
fore , I often did not get to see the end result .

There -

This was

frustrating to me .
The most valuable aspect of the intern program was the
time spent in the elementary principalship .

The duration

was long enough to complete different projects .

Also , it was

the most valuable because Mrs. Ground, the principal , was

-5 2completely open with me at all times .

She moved me into her

office , where I was involved in _all happenings , whether they
were good or bad .

Because of her open policy and willingness

to s h are her job, I gained invaluable experiences .
indebted to her .

I am

Also , I owe thanks to Mr . Turner , Associate

Superintendent , who placed me with Mrs . Ground .

Because of

his knowledge of the administrative staff and his knowledge
of my personality, he was able to make a placement that was
the most profitable .
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PLEASE
POST
A.

GUIDELINES FOR AN ADMINISTRATIVE INTERN PROGRAM

PLEASE
POST

Goal
The goal of the Administrative Intern Program is to
develop a resource of qualified administrators from which
appointments can be made as vacancies occur .

B.

Objectives
In order to accomplish the stated goal of the Administrative
Intern Program , the following objectives are established :

C.

D.

1.

Identify individuals who are interested in becoming
administrators and appear to have those attributes
which are required of successful school administrators.

2.

Provide the intern with on- the - job training in a
varie ty of administrative positions.

3.

Provide the Board of Education, the Superintendent
of Schools, and the administrative staff with an
opportunity to observe the intern and determine his
a dministrative capabilities .

4.

Provide the intern with an opportunity to determine
whether or not he is interested in a career in school
admini stration .

Qualifications
1.

Four years of successful professional experience .

2.

Demonstration of serlous interest in becoming a school
administrator.

Salary
Compensation shall be the same as the individual is recelvlng ,
exclusive of any extra duty pay, at the time of the appointment.
(If the training time requires an extended contract,
compensation for the additional days shall be calculated in
accordance with established policy .)

E.

Selection Procedure
1.

Persons interested in being considered as an administrative intern should submit a written application to the
Director of Personnel .
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(2)
2.

Selection of persons to be recommended to the
Superintendent , as interns, shall be made by the
Administrative Intern Selection Committee, composed
of the following individuals:
a.
b.
c.
d.

F.

G.

H.

Director of Personnel (chairman)
Associate Superintendent
Director of Business Affairs
Administrative Assistant

Training Program
1.

The length of ·t he training time generally shall vary
from six months to a year , depending upon needs .

2.

The administrative intern training program will be
personalized to meet the specific needs and interests
of both the individual selected for the program and
the district .

3.

The training program will encompass experiences in
several areas of responsibility (i . e. Curriculum,
Staff Utilizations , Organizations and Management,
and Pupil- Personnel Administration) under the supervision ~f a qualified administrator .

4.

The Director of Personnel and the selection committee
will be responsible for establishing each intern's
training program and monitoring the progress of the
intern.

Evaluation
1.

Upon completion of each individual work assignment,
the supervising administrator will prepare a formal
evaluation of the intern ' s performance and discuss
it with the intern .

2.

At the termination of the intern ' s training program,
the Director of Personnel will prepare a formal
evaluation of the administr~tive intern's performance ,
representing a composite of the evaluations prepared
by the supervising administrators. This final
evaluation will be discussed with the intern and
become a permanent pa~t of ~ his personnel records .

Implementation
1.

Persons selected for the intern training shall be
assured of a position in District #61 upon completion
of their training period .
It may or it may not be
the same one left upon transferring to the intern
program.
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2.

There will be no assurance, _explicit or implied,
that an intern who has completed the program will
be recommended for an administrative position in
District #61.

3.

Nothing in the guidelines for the intern program
shall imply that only persons who complete the
training shall be considered or recommended for
administrative positions in District #61 .

12 - 17 - 73
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SPECIALIST SCHEDULE 3
A . M.
Monday

TUesday

Wednesday

d

Pat Meyer
8:50- 9:40
Primary P. E.

r. McElfresh
ming Speech

Mrs . Braccialarghe
All Day Nurse

rid Quinn

David Quinn
Morning L . D.

David Quinn
Morning L . D.

JoAnna Parish
Jt!orning Title I

JoAnna Parish
Morning Title

Logan

kl-11: 30

ming L. D.
~a Parish
bUng Title

I

Thursday

Pat Meyer
8:50- 10:55
Primary P.E .

I

Mrs . f.!cElfresh
Horning Speech

Friday

Caroline Williams Mrs . Williams
8:50- 1:40
All Day Music
Music
Mrs . Braccialarghe
Mr . Logan
Morning Nurse
9:30- 11:30
Band
Davis Quinn
David Quinn
Morning L . D.
Morning L. D.
JoAnna Parish
JoAnna Parish
Morning Title I
Morning Title I
Faith Tumerman
Ali Day Social
worker

P.M.

Bielenberg
P-3:00

i!Jestra
~ Deibert

lls- 2: 45
Jo

P.E .

Pat Meyer
2:25- 3:15
Primary P.E.

Faith Tumerman
Afternoon Social
Worker

Fait:h Tumerman
All Day Social
Worker

Mr. Bielenberg

Mr. Bielenberg
2 : 00-3:00
Orchestra

Mr. Bielenberg
2:00- 3:00
Tonettes

Roger Deibert
1:00- 3:00
Int . P.E .

Roger Deibert
1:00- 3:00
Int • • P. E .

2:00-3:00
Tonettes
Mrs . Braccialarghe
All Day Nurse

Mrs . Williams
All Day Music
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4
LETTER OF V/3LCOl! E

Mary W. French School

520 West Wood street
August 20, 197$

Dear

--------------------------~

I have received the exciting news that you have reached the magical
age of five or about and will be entering our kindergarten at Mary w.
French School.
I want to extend to you a big welcome and tell you some of the exciting
things that await you when you arrive your first day.
The first thing I want to tell you is that our school is completely
new. It has central air conditioning so that you will be very comfortable. As a matter of fact, you may want to remember a light sweater
or to dress accordingly. Under the "pitter patter" of your little .feet
is beautiful carpeting. I hope you will keep this carpeting nice and
clean by making sure your shoes are clean, when coming into our building.
The furniture in your roam is new and sparkling with colorful chairs.
Now that you know something about the school I'm sure that you are
curious as to what you will be doing. You will be doing many exciting
and .tun things. For example you will need a paint apron because you
are going to paint many beautiful pictures. These I hope you will share
with me as you do them. Not only will you paint but you will also make
maey pretty things. You will listen to stories, sing songs, take field
trips, and see movies. Another great thing that is going to happen is
that you will receive your own set of reading books to do many activities
in them.

.

Another question that you probably are asking yourself is, "V1hat do
I bring to kindergarten?" Each day I want you to bring the largest and
brightest smile that you have. You will also need six dollars for textbook rental fees. As to other materials that you need a list will be
supplied by your teacher when you register on Wednesday, August 27th.
In closing again I would like to say welcome arxi have a very happy
and enricll:ing year in kindergarten.

Sincerely,

~~Connie Ground,
Principal
You are assigned to the
Class in Room
will be your teacher.
----

•
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MARY

W. FRENCH SCHOOL

Building Organizations
1975- 1976
Mrs. Constance Ground - Principal
Mrs . Ruby Cook - Secretary
Mrs . Carole Bean
Mrs . Rosemary Seidl

Mr. Wilbur Johnson - Custodian
- Custodian
Kindergarten (all day)
Kindergarten (}s day)

19/19
19

1.
2.

Miss Pauline Pachciarz
Miss Betty Hawkins

1
1

42
41

3.
4.

Mrs . Betty Hollibaugh
Mrs. Martha Hill

2
2

25
25

5.
6.

Mrs . Maxine Kyle
Mrs . Lela Gaston

3
3

29
28

7.

Mrs. [X)ris Jacobs
Mrs . Ruth Evans

4
4

24
25

Miss Nan Jones
Miss Bertha Mathias

5
5

28
28

8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.

Mrs . Darlene Harris
Mrs . Judy McQuality

Mrs . Bernice Braccialarghie - Nurse (HB)
Mr . David Quinn - Learning Disabilities
Mr. David Sanders - Social Worker
Mrs . Jane McElfresh - Speech Therapist
Mrs. Julia Stewart - IMC Consultant
Mrs . Caroline Williams - Music
Mr. Roger Deibert - Intermediate P.E .
Mrs . Elaine Smith - Primary P.E.
Mrs . Sallye Craig - Art
Hours:

8:40 - 11:30
12:30 - 3:15

5- 14
6

6- 10

24
26
12 )345
28.8

- 62OBJECTIVES FOR SEPTEMBER

6

1975
1.

To become knowledgeable of the educational program at
French School through
a.
b.
c.

2.

To learn the strengths and weakness of French staff
through
a.
b.
c.

3.

classroom visits
study of personnel records
information from Mrs . Ground

To become familiar with the boys and girls of French
School through
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

classroom visits
study of various materials used
information from Mrs. Ground

~n the classroom
on playground
small group conferences
student records

To learn various office procedures through
a.
b.

observation
information from Mrs. Ground
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AGENDA FOR FACULTY MEETING 7
Monday , September 8 , 1975
1.

Revision of Schedules

2.

Safety Patrol

3.

Reading Groups

4.

Articles at Gastman

5.

Free Lunches

6.

Etc .
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Adm. Reg. 405-03

AIMlNISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

8

Job Description .
The Administrative Assistant is responsible for general internal and external
cornmunicatio ns.
A.

Table of Organization
•

1.

4

-

•

Reports to the Superintendent of Schools

2 • . Is a member of:
a . Superintendent's Administrative Council
b. · General Cabinet

3.

Supervises, directs, and evaluates the work of a secretary.

4.

Maintains liaison with:
a.
b.
c.
d.

5.
B.

All school departments.
All local news media
local education, civic, business, and service organizations
. . .
.
Board of Education

Salary is based on individua~ performance within the range of Level
of the Administrative Sal ary Schedule . ··

5

The Administrative Assistant has responsibilities requiring general knowledge
of all aspects of public school operation and a high degree of communicative
skills • . Major areas of responsibility are as follows:
1.
2.

Attend all Board of Education meetings and prepare reports for the Board
as requested by the superintendent .
Coordinate and direct the public relations and information activities
· of the District. All materials rel eased to the public should have the
approval of the Superintendent and/or . the Administrative
Assistan~ .
:
.
.
.
:

Prepare and distribute news ·releases ~n current school activities •.
Maintain close liaison with news media ·representatives, prepare
background information on Board agenda items, and help interpret ·
Board actions to the media. · . ..
··
c. Develop, coordinate~ and direc~ in-depth reports and programs for
the n·ews media. · · ..
" .. : ... (i)' Feature articles for newspapers.· .. ',-.
(2) Arrange radio interviews with school personnel
(3) Prepare and direct television public service programs depicting
school programs
d. Prepare .periodic reports concernirg the state of the schools for
distribution to the public .
e • . Maintain liaison with educational, parent-teacher~ ciVic, ' service,
etc . organizations within the community.
·
Conduct public opinion surveys as directed by the superintendent.
a.
b.

I ,
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3, Aid in the conduct and coordination of building bond and education levy
referenda campaigns as directed.

4. Prepare and distribute communications, such as:
a • . INDECATUR· -- monthly newsletter to all employees and mailing list of

b.
c.

leading citizens.
BOARD BRIEFS-- summar,y of .Board meetings distributed to each school
building the morning after Board meetings.
KNOW YOUR SCHOOLS-- Handbook for parents, students, ·and teachers,
. ..
distributed annually to each home.

S. Prepare and distribute handbooks containing Board 'Policies, Administrative
Regulations, Employee Agreements, Task Force Reports, Elementary Status,
Secondar,y Status, keeping same up to date as re~s1on occurs. Review all
in-district bulletins and official memoranda to see that they comply with
district policy.

6. Administer the Outstanding Service

~ward

program.

1. Participate in activities of various community groups and organizations
to foster better public relations.
B.

Cooperate with all Decatur public schools staff 'in publicizing positive
plans, progJ;'arns, events, etc. · .
., ..
I,

91 Such other duties and responsibilities as may be assigned by the
superintendent.
lifica tions
Master's Degree with emphasis in adMinistration and/or communications skills.
~ate certification. in administration or supervision preferred, but not
required. ·

~erience -- minimum of five years of teaching, administration, and supervision
and/or experience in the csnmmnic~~~ons_ media.

Sd.ils,, knowledge:, and abilities: :
1.
2.

3.

q,
5.

6.
1.

to communicate effectively in speech and writing • .
Knowledge of sound communication techni~ues. .
Ability to exert strong leadership in the fields of internal and external
communications.
Knowledge of sound educational programs' and overall .operation of the
District:
. v .
· :··
.
Ability .to make firm decisions in his area of responsibility and delegate
responsibility to other members of the staff.
.
·
.
Ability to d.e velop. and implement short- and l ong-range public relations; ·
plans, and programs.
·
'
Ability to function effectively as ·a member of the central office
administrative team.
··"

~bility
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PERSONN~

osition Description
fhe Director of Personnel is responsibl e for the administration of the personnel

rogra.m for the
A.

District~

Table of Organization
1.

2.
).

4.

Reports to the Superintendent ·of Schools .
Is a member of:
. .
a. Superintendent's Administrative Council
b . General Cabinet
Maintains liaison with:
a . Associate Superintendent
b. All directors
c . Administrative Assistant
d. All principals
e . University and other plac~ent offices
Sala~ is based on individual performance within the range of Level 3 ·
on the Administrative Sala~ Schedule.

B. The Director of Personnel is responsible for the total personnel function
of the District for certificated and non- certificated employees . . Major
areas of responsibility are as follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Attend all Board of Education meetings, prepare recommended personnel
actions, and prepare reports for the Board as directed by the Superintendent.
Responsibility for recruiting, screening, evaluation, and recommendation for
employment of all job applicants.
Direct and administer established personnel policies and programs of the
District.
Develop new personnel policies Ior recommendation to the superintendent .
Responsibility for deteT.ffiination ~ of ~ salary ~entitlement.of all employees .
Maintain and protect the coniidential records of all employees.
Responsibility for negotiating all employee agreements.
Administration of the Grievance Procedure, as provided in employee
agreements.
Administration of Board Policies, Administration Regulations, and BoardEmpl oyee Agreements as are applicable to the Personnel Department.
Administer the substitute teacher and substitute secretary program.
Responsibility for establishing and maintaining job descriptions for
.all employees.

Qualifications

A.

Bachelor's Degree, plus graduate training in Personnel or School Administration
with advanced training in personnel administration.

B.

State certification not required, if training and experience has been outside
the public schools; if within the public schools, the administration or supervision
endorsement is required.

-67Experience
IT outside the public schools, five years of experience in progressively more
responsible personnel positions is required.· If within ·t he public schools,
five years of teaching and/or administration or supervision i f required. :··
mdlls, knowledge, and abilities:
1.

j2.

IJ.
1 ~.

~.

6.
1.

Knowledge of sound personnel programs .and practices.
Knowledge of public school employment requirements, including teacher
certification.
..
Ability to exert strong leadership in the administration of the District's
personnel program.
Ability to make firm decisions in his area .of responsibility and to work
cooperatively with other administrators in the performance of the personnel
function.
·
Ability to effectively interview applicants and to communicate in speech
and writing. .
Ability t~ develop and implement short- and long-range educational plans
and programs.
Ability to function effectively as a member of the central office
administrative team.

5-23-72
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DIR~TOR

OF COMPENSATORY EDUCATION

bsition Description
of Compensatory Education is responsible for the Title I - ESEA Education Program of the District, which serves the special educa;iona1 needs of education~ lly deprived child.i-en in school attendance areas b,aving
rlgh concentrations of children from low income families. ·
~Director
~pensator,y

I. Table of Organization

1.

Reports to:
a.
b.

2.

Director of Elementary Education
Educationally Disadvantaged Section, Title I
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction
Springfiel~, I l linois

Is a member of:
a.
b.
c.
d.

General Cabinet
Educational Council
Elementary Cabinet
Serves on Task Forces and committees as assigned

3. Supervises, directs, and evaluates, in cooperation with building
principals, the work of:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

4.

Reading coordinators
Title I teachers
Titl e I home visitors
Title I aides
Secretaries
'
Volunteers

Maintains l iaison with:
a.
b.

5.

...

All members of central ' administration
.
Building principal s

Salar,y is based on i ndividual performance within the·.-range of l evel
on the Administrative Salary Schedule.

5

, The Director of Compensatory Education is the chief administrator and
educational leader of the Titl e ' I program for Distr ict 61 . The major areas
of responsibility include, but are ~~~ ·limited to : ·
1.

2

Formulate and administer in cooperat ion with other directors the Title I
educational program for District 61.

409- 0101
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2. Makes recommendations, together with the .Director of Elementary Educatio~
and principals, for the employment, promotion, and dismissal of Title I
staff.

}. Keep up with current developments, research, . and literature .in the field,
with the view towar.d local application. .,
h.

Plan, coordinate, and conduct inservice · training programs for Title I staff .

S. Prepare and submit the annual application for Title I funds • .· .·.
6. Prepare and present an annual report to the Board of Education.
7.

Prepare all required state ahd federal reports and evaluations .

~.

Establish and maintain inventories of all Title I properties.

9.

Joint responsibility for

mainten~nce

of Title I financial records .

0. Requisition . purchase of all Title I books, equipment, and supplies.
1. Establish and meet with an Advisory Committee according to Title I

guidelines .
2.

Develop, coordinate, and supervise Title I summer· programs.

3. Interpret the Title I program to staff and community.

ifications
degree with graduate training in administration, supervision or
education ?f disadvantaged children.•

~ster's

nlinois State Certificate with administrative or supervisory endorsement.
!i.nimum of five years of successful teaching, .s.u pervision,or administration.
~n imum of three years successful experience working with programs of
education for the disadvantaged. ·· :..-:
··

i ills, knowledge, and Abilities
~·

Ability to exert strong leadership in the field of instruction and
inspire superior performance in members of his staff.

~·

Ability to make firm decisions in his area of responsibility and
delegate responsib~lity to members of his staff. ·

8-22 - 72
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. 11
DlR~TOR . OF SPECIAL EDUCATIDN

Position Description
The Director of Special Educa tior{ serves as Director of ·the · Mac.on Co'u nty
Special Education District and as· Director of Special Educatio~ fpr '. ·
District 1/61. District #61 serves as the Administrative. 'District· .for:
the Macon County Special Educa tic> n District. . ·
· ·· ·
·

A.

Table of Organization
·1. · Reports ·to the Associate· ·?uperintend~nt· ·
2.

Is Director of the Macon County

3.

Is ·a meinber of:
a.· General Cabinet
b . Educational Council

. 4• .

Specia~

Education District

Supervi·ses, directs:, and evaluates the work of:
.. . : .
a . . Supervisor of Retarded Programs
b.' Title VI Coordinator
c. Administrator · of Sunnyside School .
.
d. Supervisor of Type A. Programs ·-- AdUlt Continuation · Center
e. Psychologists
... ..
f. Part-tiine Supervisors
·Speech clinic·· :.
~eech correctionists
Acoustically -handicapped
· Social workers ·
g . Secretaries
h. Special Education teachers in the ~oll~~ng , progr~s:
·Home stuqy
··
.:· : ..
Socially maladjusted
Emotionally disturbed
Learning :di_s abili ties
Visually handicapped
Physically _hanqicapped
. . . . . • . .·. ·.· . -.:: . :. ·:.. ~ . . ' :.. -. . .. '
Maintains · li~i·son wi
·~
a . All members of. District
#61
~~ntral
administration and all
. .. . .
-.
.- .
principals.
b. The following districts participating in the Special Education
· District of Macon County: ·' ' .··: ._,
..- ·· · · · · · · ·
· ... :
·
District #1 . Argenta-Oreana, · ·
District /f2.
Maroa-ForsYth 1
'
• •
District #3 .- Mt. Zion
·District ·#5
Macon
··
District· #6 ' Niantic-Harristown
District #10 Blue Mound-Booqy
District #11 · Warrensburg- Latham
~

•

5.

tn:·..- __: .- :· . -..

..

~

~72
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c.

d.
e.
f.
.···g.
h.
i.

j.
k.

Division of Special ~u~ation, Offi~e of the Superintendent of
Public Instruction.
Superintendent of Macon County Educational Service R~gion.
Progres~ School
Adolf Meyer Center
.
Adler ~nter- Ch~aign and Decatur ..
Decatur-Ma·con County Mental · Health Association
Illinois Association for Mental Health
,
Easter Seal Association ·
Community Service organizations
.. ..
r~nge

Salary is based on individual performance within the
position on the Administrative Salary Schedule.

6.

of a Level

5

1he Director of Special Education has administrative ·responsibilities requiri.1

mowledge of all aspects of special education. He is Director of the Macon
County Special Education District and Director of Speci.a l _Ed~cation for
IDi.strict #61. Major areas of responsibility ~nclude:
. .· :
1. Administration of Board Policies, Administrative Regulations, and Board-

Employee Agreements· as are app~icable ~~ the .operatio~ of the special
education program.

2. Attends all Special..Educati~n . District ·Board meetings
.t

I

•

'

.'

'

.t-

•

'

•

.·

•

./

), Makes recommendations for the employment, promotio~~ a~d . dis~ssal of

special education certificated and

non-cert~icated

staff.

1~. Development and implementation of. in.._ser\r:i.ce , training · for employees

under his supervision, including orientat~on of new ~eachers, institute
days, summer institutes, etc.

~. Devel6pm~nt and. administration of the Macon County Special Education
District budget.

~.

Preparation of state Aid Claims for ·Home Study, . spectal Education Transportation, a?d Special Education.
.. ..·. .: ·.· ; . : ...
Provides leadership for, directs, -: ~upe.rvis~~' ::a~d·. · 6;~p-~rates in the
evaluation of innovative programs of instruction. · . : , .
•

....

•

•

-

•

,...

•

.--!

•

•

Evaluation ·and selection of instructional materials and .equipment.
Placement · of eli'gible ·cniidren i .ri s~ecial 'education pro~ra:ms.
Transportation of special edu6~~ion p~piis.
.· .·

Arrangements for pupil attendance at priv~te schools when the Special
Education District does not · have appropriate programs.
Administrate Home Study

Progr~

for

grad~s

1-1? • .

Aid in developing special personnel schedules.

~2
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Qualifications
A.

A Master's degree with graduate training in the education of exceptional
children.

B.

State certification as Special Education administrator.

C.

~nimum of five years of teaching and/or administration in special

education.
D.

Skills, knowledge, and abilities:
1.

Ability to exert strong leadership in the field of special education
and inspire superior performance in members of his staff.

2.

Ability to make firm decisions in his area of responsibility and
delegate responsibility to members of his staff!

3.

Thorough knowledge of sound special education programs.

4.

Ability to develop and implement short- and long-range special
education programs as needs and finances allow.

5.

Ability to create, develop, and implement new special education
programs.

6. Ability to function effectively as a member of the central office
administrative team,
7.

S-27-72

Ability to communicate effectively in speech and writing.
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:.

Position Description
I

•

,. • ··

..

.

•

. . ..

The Dir ector of Finance i s responsible --for ithe finahcial operations and
accounting f unctions i n acco.rdance with state regulations, incl uding all
book entries, annual closing of t he books and preparation of ·local and
state financial reports; and supervision of the day-to- day functioning
of the accounting department.
A.

Ta~le of ~ganization
1 .·

Reports to the

2.

Is .a member of :
a . B.lsi_ness Cabinet .'
b. General Cabinet

3.

Supervis~s,

•·

.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

4.

I

•

of Business Affairs .

~rector
. •

..

.

.

'

directs , and evaluates, the ~ork of:
Supervisor of Accounting
:
.
,
.
Su:fE'Visor Receivables and Treasury Operations.
Supervisor Payroll · '
··
·s ecretary ·· . : ...
. .. ,
Cas hier and Accounting Clerk

,Maintains liais~n with all dep~rtments in accounting, budget , and
payrolf. matters .

·5·.i Salary is based on individual performance .wi.thi n the range for a
Level 7 pOsition on the Administra tive
\

Salary _ Sc~edule.

'

B.· The Dire.ctor of . Finance is responsible f~r -~11 accounting and . financial
oper:atiof.lS . Major· areas of responsibility include :.' . : . ·. ·_ ·
·
1 . ·· Responsibie fox: ·ail. financial ·'arid .:c~unt'ing operations in accordanc~
with s~ate regulations; including all book entries , ~nnual closing
of the books, and preparation of l _o cal ~nd st~te . financial · reports .
I

•

..

-:

.

I

•

•

,

,. . •

· .·

t

:

Supervision of claims and receivables, · gener~l a ccounting and accounts
payabl e, . 'and payroll departp1ents . ·, . "
. .-. . .
·.
.. ' .... .
· , ... . .
....
.
. . .. . .
.3; Prept.r at:ion, · in't:erp·~~~ation; a~d .dissemination o~ pe~_tinent financial . _:
.· dat~, including monthly financial statements for board and staf£.

2.

:

' ·

* 'y

.·

4.

Control of· current financial operations through comparison· of. b'udg~ted
amounts c;nq c~rent cU:mulative expenditures.
'
·.....
·

5.

Assist in the development and .pres entatio.n of ' the annual district .
budget .

-746. Assist the treasurer in treasury-related functions, .including, but
not limited to, reconciliation of all bank accounts, control of ·
signature plate, re~eipt · of miscellaneous income.
·

7. Administratio~ of. the distr.~_ct t s in~urance pr~gram, in~luding determi_nation -and purchase of cov~rage, determination of property values,
. administration of insurance .ct.~~s, ~rocureme~t . and administration of
employee benefit insurance. ·.··:·.-····· :· · . · · · · - ·
-- ·. · · _· ·
'

•

'

I

••

<.,.· t

·:

. · 4

:. :::••: .·~_J;~

· : : . ,·, ...:•:.:, ,

.

'

~-

~·

.

..

• ·•

•

.

B•. Preparation of all district olaims for reimbur·sement •
••

..

•.

•

•

..

•

•

•

•

.. .

-

• \

• ,

t

~

.•

' \

•

repor~J maintain records,
prepare worksheets, and cooperate with the contracted public accounting
firm in the annual audit.

9. Prepare the districtia annual financial

w.

Review, · update, and improve financial systems and controls, making
greatest utilization .of data processing equipmen~ and techniques.
.

.

.

11. Approve miscellaneous expenditurea, such as · travel advances, reim-

bursement of -revolving funds. and petty cash funds, etc., subject to
final approval :t>Y th~ Boar~ ,or_ Eduoa tion • ... ·: ·
... ..
·
1
••

•

'

.

..

•'

.;

l

-

·

.•

••

..

.

'

•

-":"

.

.,_

.. -

•

12, Prepare and have publisha·d .in the newspaper the annual financial
sta~e la~._-

.etatement, as required by

:.·-- ·· ·

.-:·

-.

· . ,

13/ .P articipate .in .negotiations·. with eniploiae. representatives as assigned.
"

• .

.

-

•

•

!

.

.·

/

.

14•. Assist and cooperate with other members of the business office staff.

in providing efficient and complete support. of the educational start.
\'
. .
.
.
.
..
,
1), Maintain ac.counting control over material in etook and supervise the
annual inventory of same.
·
·
·
· '-·
~

- •• :... _i.

• • • •

1§ • .Prepare .special ana~ses, aasist .in controllersh1p ' respons1b1lities;
and perform. such other . duties as .may- be assigned qy superiors.
• ,

Utications
~·

.

.. ·

.

~\

.

.

-'

;

-

.,.

.'

.·....

.

.

, . .. • .

• .

Ba.ohalor' s l:egree in business· administr_a tiot)· or: acoounting. ·
...

.

'

• · . ·.

.

... . .

•.

· .... -

·~'

•

... ! 1 . . . ..

StAte certi!'ication · n~t required. ·..
.
/
.
.
. . .
. .
.
. '
·.
TM Director of Finance should have an exteneiYe 'background and ~xperienoe
in accounting and !'inancie.l management. He should have . su.f'fioient k.no~ledga
to make intalligent decisions in the following areaS' 1 · · :·
·
,.
•

•

' '·\

I

'

•

'

"' .

,,, '

,

,·, , ~

1. Aoco unting . . . . ·.
2. Finanoial ·operations

),· ·. Insurance

4. Offioa. Management
S, atdgating ' ,

6. Audi t1n1 . ·
.
7. sr~tams and procaduttes
8, Invastmants
·

7-2L.·73 J
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Skills, knowledge, and abilities
- 1.

Ability to exert strong leadership and inspire
in members of his staff.

.

2.

~uperior

performance

.

Ability-to ·make firm decisions in his area of nesponsibility and
delegate responsibility to members of "his staff~
/
.

-.

Ability to function effectively as ·a member of the district's
administrative team.

4.

Ability to communicate effective~ iti speech and writing .

.
- 407-0203
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DIRECTOR OF TRANSPORTATION AND MATERIAL SERVICES
~

Position Description
The Director of Transportation has responsibilities in two major areas. As
·ffirector of .Transportation; he is responsible for the efficient .operation
·of the _p~il transportation \system as operated by a private contract carrier.
As Director of Material Services, he is responsible for the purchasing,- warehousing, and printing operations. '
•

A.

I

Table of Organization
.

1.

.

.

I

Reports
to the
Director
of BUsfness Affairs
.
.
. I
.
.-.

2 • . Is a member of:
a . The Business :Cabinet
b~
The General Cabinet

3. _. Supervises,

direct~,

and evaluates

t~e

work o£:

(as Direct-o r of Transportation) ·
.
.
a . Contract Carrier tha~ transports pupils to and from school
b. · Foremen in transportation, warehouse, and garage
c; Drivers
d. Secretary
1

e.

+·
g.
h.
i.

j.
1.·

m.

n.

(as Director of Materi~l
Services) ·
,.,
Warehousemen
Offset pressman
Switchboard operator
Secretary ·
Keil -Building custodian
Mail clerk .:- 7eceptionist .
·
·Re.o eptionist · \. · · :
Purchasing AnalY-st · ·
·
Purchasil}g Clerk ·· .
'Electronics technicians ·

.•.

.

. --' . ·'
.

· 4.' Ma=i:ntains
a.

b~

5.

(

..

liai~on with:
_ -'
.
All :members o£ central administration
Principals · .
..
·
1 ·
t" ~

~

-

Salary is based on indivi~ual ' per£ormance within the range of
9 on the Adm1nistrative Salary Schedule.

Le~el

B.

;

'

~

.

A_s ' Director of Transportation, he is responsiple ~o·r the safe and efficient
transportation of pupils to and £rom school and special events; for the
operation of :the in:t~a-school mail .service; and for transportation of food
and supplies to and· between school~ . --.Major areas of :respo r:sibility ar.e 1
as follows:
·
·
·
' ·

407-0301

-77·1. ·._Direct supervision of the contract carrier to insure that all details

of the contract with the district are complied with.
2.

Review and approve the schedule of all regular bus routes, special
education routes, and vocational education routes, and make adjust~ents
in same as neces_sity an~ eff~ciency ,may di?.tate.- ,· , --: :
r,

3. Arrange with the contract

carrier~or transportation of students for
.':.·· school
functions,
such
as
music
.festival's ," concerts,
...field
.trips, etc.
f'1
•
.,......
•
•
I '
'l.

. . .4.'

Schedul~ transportatio~

•

'i .

-

o.f· hot lunches from central kitchens to

satellite schools .

5.

Schedule the delivery of . school supplies and transportation of
and equi~ent throughout the district as required • . .-

6.

Prepare detailed -specifications for the purchase of new vehicl es as
required.
""
·
.
1

7.

Supervise purchase of equipment and material for the operation and
maintenance ' of the district's vehicles •

8.

Review drivers 1 reports and periodically personally supervise all ' ·
vehicle operations • .

mate~ials

.

.

9. Responsibility for administration of .Board 'Policies, Administrative '
~Regulations,

and Board-Employee Agreements, as applicable -to the·
areas of district transportation Iand material
services .
.

10.

Conduct inservice training pr~grams with special emphasis on safety
for all supervise_d: e~ployees; §Upervise similar progJ;"ams ·Of contract
carrier.
.
,
ll. r Prepare and administer the budget as . r~lated to the transportation
function. ·

c; As Director of Material Services., he supervises the . daily "'a ctivities of
the ·purchasing, warehousing, and .printing . ope~ati9ns.
responsibility are as follows:
·
·
·
. .

.

/

.

..

. . ..

'.

Maj9r

ar~as

9f

/

' 1 . _A.dmini~tration of Bo~rd Policies, Administrative· Regulations, Board..:
Employe~ Agre~ments, as.are applicable to purchasing, warehousing, and
printing; espe~i~l~ Board Policy Sec. ·5-42 -- Purchasing Practices.
..

•

•

I

•

•

2. ~velopment, of procedures, systems, ,.and controls relating- 1?o· ~he
. {'. . -purchase of equipment ang supplies ' for· the 'district that ...will improve
· efficiency·. a?d minimiz_e costs. ··
r
.
_
,
'

.

'

. 3. _ conduct : research, ·develop spe.cificatiqns, let bids, analyze ·bids, and
... ~mak~ purchase awa;d rec9mmendations to the Board of ,Education.

.

~·

/

'4." ... .eo.o t"dinat'e .' eVa.lri~tion stucti.es of. quality of all materials purchased.
•

5.
'-0302

'

I

.'

-

.

-

•

:

•

...

Maintains a continuous warehouse inventory, maintains procedures
whereby schools may. order and receive materials and equi~ment from
warehouse stock.
·' ·
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-786. Supervise the operation of the central office support services, which .

includes the print shop, mail room, custodial services, and · recep~i~nist.

Qualifications
A.

Bachelor's D3gree

B.

State certification ·is not .required.

C.

Experience

D.

I

•

.-

'•

~erience

1.

Some teaching and/or school administrat1ve

2.

'
General krowledge o£ school
transportation, purchasing·, warehousing,
an~ inventory control is preferred •

Skills~

is preferred.

•

kno:wledge, and abilities .
.

.

1..

Abilit.Y to exert strong leadership in the field -of transportation,
purchasing, warehousing, and to inspire s~perior perfo~nce in
members of his staff.
.~

2.

Knowledge of sound transportation programs, purchasing .principles,
and warehousing practices.
\'
·
(
·
I

•

.

.

~

.

3. Ability ·to make firm decisions in his area of responsibility and to
delegate responsibility to members of

~~s"

staff/'·

~nd

~-

Ability to develop and implement shortprograms .

5.

Ability to function effectively as a memb~r· of the Central office
administ_rative team.

6.

A?ility to communicate effectl:vely ··in

·.

s~eech

long-range plans and
.,

and Writing.

·407- 0303
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4

Position Description
.

r

The Director of Food Services .is responsible for .the. efficient operation ·of
the student· and employee lunchroom service throughout ' the district.

A;

Table of Organization
. :1.

Reports to the Direc:tor of '·Business Operations

2. : Is a member of: ·
a. · The Business Cabinet
b. The General Cabinet
-Supervis~s.,

3.

directs, and evaluates the work of:
Cafeteria managers
Cafeteria employe.es ··
.Secretary

a.
b.
· - c.

4'.

Maintains liaison with:
a. All members of ' centrai administration
b. ·Principals .c. ·school Food Service Section, Offiye_of the Superintendent
of · P~blio I nstruction
I

'

5. ' Salary

B.

is based 0n individual performance within the range of Level 15
on the Administrative Salary Schedule .
'
I
.
As Director of Food Services, she is responsible for the. efficient operation of all ·school lunchrooms, central kitchens, and satellite locations. Major
areas of · responsibi~ity a~e as fol~ows: ·
1.

Responsibility.for administration of Board Policies, Administrative
Regulations, Board-Employee agreements, federal and state regulations
as are ~pplicable to the food service operation--especial~ Board
Policies Secs._ ,.-5-61, <·5~~2~--5-63, and 8-14.
:
.- .-- ·_ .·-... : · : __
-

2.

• ••

• •

o

•''

'•

~·

•

·,

o

'•

• .:.

••

e

o

o

o

' ;· •

,·

,• : , ) I

•• • • • o

'0

o

•

,..

Function as the legal officer of District ol in its dealings with the
: School Food Service Sec_tion, OSP.I, .·.in the procuremetit' ·of federal government surplus . f0od commodities. ·
·
· .· - · · - · ·
·r

3! , Preparation and admitiistration ·of the budget for the Food Services·
'
Department . ·

4.
r

Determine foodstuffs requirements : for use in scho0l lunchrooms. Order
government surplus foods through the School Food Service ·section, OSPI·
Other foods are purchased from local vendors, by -bid, in cooperati9n
with the .Director of Material Services.
·
· . ,....
·
. .

5.

~

~.

.

'

Conduct quantity, quality; and taste tests on
received.

samp~es

of all foods

407-0501

[.

- 80. 6. · Prepare menus for efficient use of commodities ordered.
7.

Conduct qual ity control program through regular inspections and
taste tests in ever,y lunchroom•

. B. · Conduct frequent cleanliness inspections._in every· lunchroom and
kitchen.
'

9.

.

, I
/

.

.

/

1 10.

.

Conduct training programs ·annual~, or as needed, in ordering,
cooking, and. serving skills and techniques.
.
.

•

L

Keep up- to - date in all phases of food service operations through
reading, visitatio~s, and attendance at workshops and seminars.
'

/

.

./

11.

Conduct program of equipment maintenance and improvement
replacement as deemed necessary.

12.

Cooperate with the Director of Transportation in the establishment
of food distribution, . satellite lunch distribution, and mona,y
.
pick-up routes .
..

tbro~gh

' tions
alifica
/

, S'4te certification is_·not

require~.

Thorough training in i~stit~tional f~od · ordering, _ preparation and serving,
either through practical experience or training at the '· post-high school'
level. Training as· a qualified dietician'· is· desirable.
·
/'
~
~· Abilities, knowledge, and skills
B.

......, .

l.Ability to exert strong leapership in the school food service field and
;inspire superior performance in members of her staff .
2.

Knowledge
of sound
school food. service practices and programs.
.
'\

.

3. Ability to make fi~ decision~ in her ·~rea 'of '.responsibillty and' !-6
I

delegate: responsibility
•

•

•

t? ,. m~bers ' of

•

~

•

-

•.

her ' staff." _
. ·,

•'

.

J

4. Ability to develop and _impl~e'nt 'long- and short-range . food service ··
plans and programs ..
~

· · ·

' .

·. ...

•'

.'

. ).

Abilit,y to function effective~ as a member of the central
administrative team.
· ,_. · ·

· ·6.

Ability >to communicate effectivelY· 'i n speech and writing.
.

• ,

.

.

I

.

off~ce

•

7-24- 73
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· DIRECTOR ·oF BUJLDJNGS AND GROUNDS .1 ?
Position' Description
\...

The Director o~ Buildings and Grounds is responsible for all maintenance, construction, and . cust'o dia+ operati ons relating to the buildings and grounds
of the· District . ·
Tabl e of

A.

1.

Organ~zatio n

Reports to the Director of Business Affairs

2 . · Is , a member of:
·a . .Business Cabinet
b. General Cabinet

. 3.

4.

.·

Supervises , directs, and evaluates the' work of :
a. . Maintenance Engineer
b . Construction Manager
.
.
c . Supervisor of Custodial Op~rations
d. General Maintenance Foreman
e . Maintenance Foremen
f . ·construction Inspector
g. ' Maintenance.,. employees
h . Custodians
i. Outside engineers , architects , arid contractors '
j. Immediate secretarial staff
Maintains liaison with: ·
a~
All members of central administration ·
b . Principals
c. · City, · county, anq state governme~t departments
•

•

.:

y

•

;

••

.'

•

-

- 5'. Salary i s based on individual performance within the range ·of
Level

4 on the Administra.t ive Salary Schedule .

•

• /

•

• • ...

.

._J

,

•

••

•

• -

••

• •

.'
I

..

.~ ,

.

~

The Di~~c1;.or. of Buil.dings and Grounds ·sup~rvises . al l maintenanc~,
custodial, and construction operations, and administers long- and
short- range prog·rams as relate to 'the buildings and grounds for the· . district . M~jor areas of responsibility include.~ but are n?t tlimited to :
•

'

"'

0

0

'

\

..

:

~

: ·: "

,

o •,,

I

•

0

1 .. -.. .Supe~yis.iqn _ of dail y maipten9-nce and custodial. ope~ations .
I

2 • . . Deveiopnent and a~~istra"tio~ of procedures 1 . System_S ; and controls ·
· for improvement -of .efficiency and minimization of oper~ting _ costs .
'relating to <;>ccupancy and ul?e of' buj,ldings and grounds • . ~
'·

).

4.

.'

-

.

Formuiation -~d ·administration ~f the Building Fund Budget .
.

-

"

-~·

.

.

.

~73

/

Determination of priorities and schedules f~r maintenance programs·.
on the. basis' of fund availability and established pr~o~ities . _
;

407. 0101 ..
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5.

Works with architects and Director of Material Services in establish- ·
ing bid specifications for work to be accomplished under contract . ?

6. Acts as construction manager of
1·.

bui~ding _ projects~

Attends all board meetings • .

.

8.

.

.

~

Makes recommendations, together with the Di.r'ector of Business A.ffairs,
for the employment, promotion, and dismissal of maintenance and
· , · · custodial employees • . ·. · '· .:
: .· . · .: \ .
.
.

\

.

9. Reviews .status · of

.

Lif~ ~afety

.I .

Code work.

10.

Supervision of

garage operations .

11.

Periodically visits all district facilities .

distr~ct

Qualifications
A.

Bachelor's degree, preferabl y in engineeriDg, engineer~g administration
or industrial engineering . ,
.,

B.

Certification not required • . _

C.

Experience
1.

Minimum of five years · successf~l leadership experience in related . ·
engineering activities, f?UCh a:f b.uilding construction, . maintenance
and repair work.
·
. ,·
,·

2.

Some experience in school building and grounds operations and .
maintenance is desirable .

. ,__.,.

/

D. ·skills; knowledge, .and

abil~ ties

-· .

: .
'

1.

Ability to .de~elop and administer effecti ve and efficient custodial
and preventive maintenance prog~ams. .

2.

Ability to exert strong leadership and-inspire superior perfo~ance
in members of ·ms staff.
•. · · • ~
. .
.

•

-

. - -:.

. •.• : .

• •. i ;_ • • : ..

/

.

.

.- .

: :.

. . ·:

~

J . Ability to make. .t;:i.rin deci.s ions in his area of re'sponsi,bility and
delegate responsibility to members of his staff.

4.

• -

....

r

.;

•

~

·-• •, ,

•

:• • • J

..

'

• •

•

•

'

•

·

. ...
: :

•

•

•

I

•

.

J

/

5.

I

~02

•

Ability to function effective~ as a member of the -district 's
administrative.-·- team.
·. .. . .. . .
:· ·.:
·. _ .....
·.
.·. .
Ability to, communicate

,J

effective~

-

in speech and writing •
.

/

....)
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HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
Position Desc.r iption

. .

The high school principal is the educational leader and chief administrative
officer of the high school unit.
A.

Table

o~

Organization

1.

Reports to the Director of Secondar,y Education

2.

Is a member of:
a.
b.

General Cabinet
Secondar,y Cabinet
. c. High School Cabinet
d. ·May serve on various task forces and committees as assigned

3. Supervises, directs, and evaluates the work of:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

B.

Building administrators
Department chairmen
Teachers .
Secretaries
Custodians
Cafeteria workers
Teacher aides

4.

Maintains
liaison . with all members of central administration • .
.

5.

Salar,y is based on individual performance within the range of level
position on the Administrative Salary Schedule.

4

The principal is the educ~tional leader in the high school in all subject
areas for grades 9 through 12. The major areas of educational responsibility
inclu~e, but are not limited to:
1.

Admi~is·t~a~ion ·of Bo-a~d Policies,~ Administ.r ative_'Regulations, ~~d BoardEmployee Agreements at the school building level.

2.

Directs, guides , and coordinates the total instructional program.

3.

Maintains a healthy educational climate together with good student

'

'

.

.

discipl~ne.

4. ·Cooperates in -.the review and eval uation .-.of . the instructional program.

~ -72

5.

Provides leadership in .inltiation of pilot prbjects .and innovative programs.

6.

Makes recommendations, together with the Director of Secondary Education,
for the employment, promotion, and dismissal of secondar,y teachers and
aides to the Director of Personnel.'

408-5101
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1. Assists teachers in the improvement of their teaching techniques through

the use of visitations, evaluation instruments, and inservice training.
.

.

6, Encourages staff and student responsibilities through their participation
in the development and execution of school procedures an~ p~licies •
.

9, Encourages professional study and growth by members of the staff. ·
D.

Encourages teaching staff to full utilization of community resources.

1. Maintains morale of staff and students .
~.

Maintains good school-community relations, outlines and interprets the
school program to students and parents.

fue principal is also the chief administrative officer of the high school in
all areas of student accounting, staff functioning, and budgetary matters.
fue major areas of administrative responsibility include, but are not limited
to :
1.

Preparation, administration, and interpretation to the shaff of the school
budget .
/

2.

Preparation of federal, state, and Board reports as required.

J. Preparation of teacher and pupil assignments and schedules .
~.

Supervision of the physical plant.

~.

Conduct of staff meetings as required for the proper functioning of the
school.

ifications
K
aster 1 s degree with · training in administration, supervision, and curriculum
development, preferably on the secondary l evel..
tllinois State Certification with general supervisory or general administra- ·
live endorsements.
!:xperi.ence:
l.

Five years of successful teaching, ' administrative or supervisory
experience ~t the secondary level. l · ·
=

12. Minimum of two years of _successful- supervision and administration of
secondary level education program.

8-22-72

-85D.

Sk?-lls, knowledge, and abilities
1.

Abilit,y to exert strong leadership in the field of instruction and
inspire . superior performance in members of
his staff.
-

2.

Ability to make firm decisions in his area of responsibility and delegate
·responsibility to members of his staff.

3.

~nowledge

4.

~ility

of sound secondar,y educational programs.

to develop and implement educational plans and programs at the
high school level.

5. : Ability

~-72
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to create, develop, and implement new educational programs.

6.

Ability to function effectively as a member of the district's administrative team •

7.

Ability to communicate effectively in speech and writing.

.

4oB-5ioJ
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ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL - HIGH

SCHool 7,

Position Description
The Assistant .Principal aids the principal i n the general management
school.

or

the

A. ' Table of Organization
1.

Reports to the prin.c ipal.

2. · Is a member t;>f the school 1 s administrat.ive cabinet and instructional
cabinet.

3;- Maintains liaison with·:
\.

a . Deans
b . Department chairmen
c . Parent and community groups
d . - Task force committees as directed
e . Community agencies
._

·4.

;

Salary is based ·on individual performance within the range of Level 6
on the Administrative Salary Schedule .
,,.

The Assis~tant Principal is major areas . of responsibility include, but are not
limited to : -

' B.

-

.

1.

Assumes the duties of the principal in the absence of

2.

Assists in the supervision, direction, and evaluation of the high school
staff as directed by the principal.

3.

Assists the principal in the performance of his duties, as the principal
may di!'ect .

4.

Assumes the day- to-day duties of the principal, as defined in the
Adni. 'Reg . 408-$1, in .the . principal Is aosence. ·. :_
:/ .

~he

principal.

/

J

5.
-6 .
•,

Develops , ,

•

c;orMna~e~, ~~d ~&nin~st~r~~-a~l s~udents • \ ~p~-edule~ .,- ·
'

Develops

~nd

administers teachers' schedules .

7-.

Supervises 'the secreta~ial staff in the recording of grades , preparation
of reports , etc .
~·

8.

Secures substitute tea~hers and substitute secretaries for ·the school.

9.

Att~~ds· and chaperones school activities; such as, athletic ~vents ,
musicals , plays, and dances, as directed by the principal.
'

.

10.

Enrolls -new students .
•

·.

I

.

'

ll . c Checks out students who withdraw from school.
-27- 73
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12.

Assists .in the supervision of students during passing periods.

13.

Assists in the preparation ." and administration of the school budget .

14.

Supervises extra-curricular activities as i directe~ by the principal.

~lifications

Master's degree With training in administration and/or supervision at the
secondar,y level. ·
'
\

\

The appropriate Illinois State Administrative Certificate .
Five years of successf~l teaching, administrative or supervisory experien~e
at the hig~- school level.
Skills,

.

know~edge, . ~nd
:

abilities
,

1.

Ability to exert ··strong _leadership -~n 1:-he administration of a ' :qigh ·
1
school.

2.

Knowledge of sound secondary -'education programs • .

'

.

'

(

3. Ability to make firm decisions in his area of . responsibility and
\

to delegate responsibilities to members of the high school staff.
-

r

,

-.

'

4.

·Ability -to develop and implement short- and long-range educational
plans and 'programs at the high school · level.

5.

Ability to function effectively as a member of the high school
' administrative team. ·

\

6.

Abil~ty

to communicate effectively.

/ ;,11-27- 73
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HIGH SCHOOL

DEAN OF BOYS

18

:osition D_e scription

pri~rily

he ;Dean ··of Boys is

~roblems of high school boys.

concer-ned with the attendance and discipline

Table of Organization
1.

Reports to the principal

2.

Is a .member of the school's administrative cabinet

3.

Maintains liaison witp:
.

/

4.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g·.
h.
i.
j.

\

Assistant principal
of girls
Department chairmen
Teachers
·
School nurse
Attendance officer
Police liaison officer
Parole and probation off;icers
Community ·agencies
Parents

- ~an

-.
Salary is based on individual performance within the range
of
Level
9
!
.
....
on the administrative sala~ schedule.

-

'

.

,

The .h igh school dean of boys aids th~ principal · in the general management
of the school. His major areas of responsibility include; but are not limited
to:
.. -.
'
~

1.

Assumes the duties of the principal in the absence of the principal and
assistant principal. -

'

2.

..

·

.

'

.

Assists in the supe~sion, :· direction, . and evaluation -of the 'high school
1
staff,
py the principa:l.
.·
, 1 •
.
. as directed
.
.
~ \

..,_

~.

1. ·

j

3.

Atte~danc·e·· and discipline problems of b9ys. · ._· .

"

.

-

-4. Administers

.

the . instr~ctional m~teria\s distribution, fee collection,

·and. accounting system. .

5.

;·
J '

~

.

.

.

Attends and chaperones -school activities; such as, athletic events; .
musicals, plays, and dances, as, directed by ~he pri~cipal!
.

.

6 • .Serves as a resource person

~n

counseling staff members -regarding student
.'

p_roblems;
.
)

. 7.

Assists the

assistan~

principal in adjusting student elections and

sched~les~

408-5)01
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8. ·Admin.i sters locker assignments and lock distribution.

9. Assists in student supervision.
'10.

Assists students with their academic, ·personal, _: and social problems ..
I

\

\

..

'

.

11.

Assists the Director of Summer School in the organization, administration,
and supervision of th~- summer school program.
:
· ..

12.

Assists in the supervision of the detentio'n r~om~

tualifica'~i ons

Ma:ster' s Degree
illinois State High School teachingr--•or. administrative certificate,.
•

•

•

•

J

Three years . of successful teaching, administ~ative, or supervisory
experience.
\

Skills; knowledge, · and abilities •

to

.1. · Ability
exert strong leadership in ~he 'hapdling of student attendance ·
and discipline problems •
.·

'

.

.\

2 •· Knowledge ·of sound · secondary -education

programs. ~

,

3. - Thorough knowled~e of adolescent counseling, guida~ce, and psychology,
·and the ability

~o

trans·la te same into sound
\

pract~ce ~
•.

·

'-

Ability to make firm decisions in his area of responsib~lity.

/

Ability 'to function effectively as _a member of the high school ,
administrative team.
""'

6. Ability 'to communicate effectively, ·_
\,

...

.)

11-27-73
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HIGH SCHOOL

ition Description

t

Dean of G~rls is pr~~ily concerned ~ith the attendance and discipline
blems ..of. . high
school·.. g1rls
•.
.. .. ... .
.
.
.'
..
:

~

I

Table . ~f Organization'; '
'

'

1.

Reports to the princi.pal

2.

Is a member of the school 1 s , administrative cabinet •

J.

Maintains liaison With: .·

r

.··

a.
b.
c.
. 'd.
e.
f.·
g.
h.
i.
j.

4.

"

..

Assistant principal
D3an of boys
Department chairmen
Teachers ·
School nurse
,
Attendance officer/
Police liaison officer
Parole ·and probation officers
Community agencies
Parents
·
. ,·

(

.

Salary is based on individual performance within the range of Level 9
on the administrative salary schedule.

The high school dean of girls' major responsibilities include, but are
not limited to :
l.

Assists in the superV1s1on, directi~n, 'and e~aluation of the high school
staff, as directed by the principal. ·

2.

Attendance and di~cipline · problems of .girls.

3. Assists
studen~s with their _academic, pe~sonal, and social problems •
..,. .
·.

--.

4.

Assists in

s.

Attends and chaperones school activilii~s; sucp as, athletic events,
musicals, plays, an_9 da_n ces, as directed 'by the principa;t.·

~he

supervision of the detention room •

..

I

·6.

Serves as resource ~erson in counseling staff members regarding · \ ·
s't udent problems.
.l

7.

Assists the assistant principa_l in ·adjusting student ' el~ctions • and ·
schedules.

8.

Assists in student supervision.

\

nurse as _needed • .
9. Assists, ·anti 'substitutes·
. for, the . school
. ..,
·,

lO.

.

'

Coordina£es public 'relations activities of the school.
\

t '

.·
,

408-5401
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lualificat~ons

t. Master 1 s Degree
B.

Illino1s . S~~t~

~.

Three years . of successful

D.

Skills, knowledge, and abilities . ·.

High Scho?l teaching or
~eaching,

administra~~ve certific~t~ •

.. .

.

administration, or supervision.

.. ..
.

l.

Ability to exert strong leadership
of student problems .

2.

Knowledge of sound secondai,Y education programs.

).

Thorough knowledge of adolescent counseling, guidance, and psychology
and the ability to translate same into . sound practice.

4.

Ability ~to make firm deci~ions in his area of responsibility.

5.

Ability to f~ction effectively as a . member of the high school
administrative team.
· ··
· -,

i~

the handling of a wide variety
,

'

I

.

4

/

'

,

......

••

6. Ability to communicate effectively.

'

ll- 27.:.73
..
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INFORMATION

20

Description of. Duties
..

·-. ;

The Director of Research and Information shall administer the pupil testing
·; .,program of the •District, design and ·conduct relevant' educational research,
and provide interpretive data to the educational staff and ·Board.
A.

Table of Organization
1.

Shall report to the · Associate Super'intendent

·2 • . rs -a member of: ··
a. Superintendent's Administrative Councfl
b. General Cabinet
c. Educational .Council

3. Maintains liaison with:
a. All members of the central administration
·b. ·All principals
' · ..~.
.

4.

. ...... ..

..

Salary is base~ on individual performance within range for a Level 5
position ,on the Administrative · Sa~ary Schedule. ·
:

B.

•

•

•

0

The Director of Research and Information .is respon~ible for the administration
of the standardized. testin'g program and education~l · research~ ·:; nlties include:
I

1.

Development of student enrollment projections a.'nd analysis c,f student
data with reference to implications on the education, organization, and
building programs.
·
·
··
·
· ··
··

2.

Provides interpretive 'data to the ·e ducational staff, the ·administration,
the ' Board, and the public, as directed by the superintendent.

3• Designs and implements, upon approval of the superintendent, research
. studies in ..cooperation with the 'educational'- department.:··
:·.~· 4~ .

5.

· Cooperates · with the · educat:ion department · in· eval1i'ation·of the general
educational pr~gram, experimental and pilot· projects. · . ,,· : ·· ·
Cooperates with .the . educational staff in periodic evaluation of the
testing program.

6. · Keeps current on educational research and disseminates pertinent data
to staff.

7.

Coordinates. the annual standardized testing program in
middle, and high schools.

elementary~

8. Works through the school building staffs in administration of tests to
individual pupils.

9.

6-27-72

r

In cooperation with the data processing department, provides test results
'to the educational department.

406-0501
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lualifica tions
.. Master's degree with training in research, statistics, and testing.
Illin~is State-Certificate with general supervisory or general administr~-

ti ve ~ndors.ements . : .

·.

Experience

. : .. ·.. : --: . , .
Teaching exPetie~~e ~esirable but : no~ r~quired .
;

1.

\

..

\.. •,

•,

2.

Two years successful experience in conducting educational testing
research or evaluation.

3.

Educational administration or supervisi_on desirable.

Skills, knowledge, abilities
1.

.

.·

Ability to exert strong l eadership in his field of responsibility
,
and to inspire superior performance in members of the educational staff •
.

.

. ...

~

.

2.

Ability to make firm dec~sions in his area of responsibility and to
delegate responsibility to members of the educational staff .

3.

Knowledge . of learning and educational theory.

4.
5.

Knowledge of

test~

and

test~ng

techniques .· :

Knowledge of current trends in student eval uation .

6 • . Knowledge of current .research methods.

7. ··Knowl~dg~ .of ~tati.s tic.a l ·.ineth~ds .
"

8.

:.

Abiiity . to desigP- PEPil and teacher evaluation instruments • .
I

9._ .Ability:--:Co

~uncti_on

,effectively .as_B:. member of the .c entral of_t;ice
admirliStrative team.·t · ·. :-_ ·
. ·~ :· ..: .
:·. · . .
· .. ·. ;
. !.

10 • . ,Ability .:to communicate effectively in sp_e ech ._and writing. ··

.. · .

.. :.
6-27-72
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. MIDDLE SCHOOL PRINCIPAL

Position. Description
The ~ddle School Principal .is the educational leader and chief aaministrative
officer of the middle school unit.
A..

Table · of Orga.nization
1.

Reports to the Director of Secondary. Education .

2.

Is a member of:
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

Supervises, directs; and evaluates the work of:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
· g.
h.

4.
5.
B.

General Cabinet
Secondary Cabinet
~ddle School Cabinet
May serve on various task forces and committees as assigned

Building admini.s t.r ators
Department representatives
Teachers
Secretaries
Custodians
Cafeteria workers
Bus supervisors
Teacher aides

Maintains liaison with all members of central administration.

'
Salary is based on individual
performance within the range of level 6
position on the Administrative Salary Schedule.

The principal is the educational leader in the middle school in all subject
areas for grades 7 and 8. The major areas of educatio~al responsibility
include, but are not limited to: · . .
1.

Administers Board Policies; Administrative Regulations, and Board-Employee
Agreements at the school building level. .

2.

Directs, guides, and coordinates the total middle school instructional
program.

3.

Maintains a healthy educational climate, .together with good. student --···
discipline.

4.

Cooperates in the review and evaluation of the instructional program.

5. ' Provides leadership in. initiation .. of pilot projects and innovative programs,
-72

408- 0101

Adm. Reg. 408-01

-95-

Makes recommendations, together with the ·Director of Secondary Education,
for the employment, promotion, and dismissal of middle school teachers
and aides to the Director of Personnel.
Assists teachers in the improvement of their teaching _techniques through
the use of visitations, evaluation instruments, and inservice training.
Encourages staff and student responsibilities through ·their participation
in the development and execution of school procedures and policies.
Encourages professional ·stuqy and growth by members of the staff.
.~

•

't

•

•

•

Encourages teaching staff to full utilization of community resources.
Maintains morale of staff and students.
Maintains good school-community relations, outlines and interprets the
school progr~ to students and parents.
eprincipal is also the chief administrative officer of the middle school
lall areas of student accounting, staff functioning, and budgetary matters.
emajor areas of administrative respons~bility include, but are not limited
Preparation, administration, and interpretation of the staff- of-the
school budget.
Preparation of federal, state, and Board reports as required.
Preparation of teacher and pupil assignments and schedules.
Supervision of the physical plant. .
Conduct of staff meetings as
school.

for the proper functioning of the

~equired

'cations
ster's degree with training in administration, supervision, · and curriculum
elopment, preferably on the middle school .J:.ev~l. ~. .
••

'

•

•

•

o-

•

•

•

~.

-··

•.

-

.: •

_ ,

•

•

·nois State Certification with general supervisorY or general administ rative
orsements.
erience:
.

.

.

Five years of _successful teaching, administrative, or supervisory experiencE
at the middle school level. · ·
Minimum of two years of suc~essful superVision and administration of
middle school l -e vel educational programs.
•

.

• l

..

#

•

•

·'

••

8-22-72
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Skills, knowledge, and abilities
1.

Ability to exert strong leadership in the field of instruction and
inspire superior performance in members of his staff .

2.

Ability to make firm decisions in his area of responsibility and delegate
responsibility to members of his staff.

3.

Knowledge of sound middle school educational programs .

4.

Ability to develop and implement educational plans and programs at the
middle school level.

S.

Ability to create, develop, and implement new educational programs.

6.

Ability to function effectively as a member of the district's administrative team.

7.

Abilit.y to communicate effectively in speech and writing.

408-0103
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fusition Description
, e Assistant Principal aids'the princ~pal_ in the general management of the
school .
. . .
· ~
Table of Organization

!.

'
1 . ·Reports to the principal.

2.

Is a member of the school r s administrative cabi.net.

3. Maintains liaison with:
a . Dean
b . Department heads
c . Teachers
d. · Attendance officers

4.

;

.

e.
f.
g.. .
h.

Nurse
Task forces
Parent groups
Community agencies

salary is based on individual performance within the range .of Level .9
on the administrative salary schedule. .

.

The assistant, principal aids the principal in the general management of the
school. The ,major areas of resp.onsibili ty include, · but (are not" limited to:
l

.

.

.

.

1. ·Assumes the duties. of the principal in the absence .of the principal.
2.

Assists in the supervision, direction, and evaluation of thenuddle
school staff, as directed by· the principal.

3~

Assists the principal
may direct . ·.

~n

the

perform~nce

of his duties as the

princ~pal

4. Assumes the day- 'to - day .duties of the principal, ·as defined·· in
Adm.

s.

~eg.

408-01, in the principal 1 s . absence.

. ··

· · ..
I

Distrib~tes , collects, aJ1d maintains an inventory of' textbooks • .·
t

6.

Assigns lockers and distribu.tes , locks to homeroom teachers .
.
'
.- ( .
7. · Distributes for teacher use and maintains an inventory of~udio~visual ,
equipnent.
'·
..

8.

SUperviseS' the attendance and discipline of students .
'
9. · Aids teachers ~n the S?heduling ·of field trips.
. -10.

11.
12 .
f-7- 73

I

Supervises the noon- hour and bus supervisors •
Secures substitute teachers and secretaries as necessary •
.

'

..

'.

~

Assists _the

principa~

.

\.-

in the scheduling of classes .
408- 0201

.·

-98-
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Assists in the supervision of · students throughout the bui~dings and
grounds • .

13.

•

14.

I

Reviews teacher lesson plans each week.

15.

Assists students with their academic, personal, and social problems .
.

_,.

.

· s~rves

as ·a reso~ce person ·in cqunseling 'with other staff members
regarding student· problems. .
· ·
· ·
·.
J -.

16.

,I.

Attends ·a~d chaperones scho'o l activ,ities , .as .directed by .t he principal.·

) 17.

18. - Supervises '.extra~curricular acti~tl~s as directed by the principal.

r. Qualifications
<

•

A.

Master's Degree with training in administration and/or supervision at
. the middle school level. ·

B.

Illinois State Administrative ·Certificate with general administrative
endorsement. -

c.

Five years of successful 'teaching, administrative or ~upervisory experience.

D.

Skills, knowledge, and abilities ·

'

'

.

\....

.

'

1.

Ability to exert _strong. leadership .in the administration of a middle
school and .in. the handling of~ wide variety of student problems.

2.

Knowledge of sound middle school educational programs .

3.

Thorough krowledge of adolescent counseling, guidance, and
and the ability to ~ranslate same into sound practice .
'

--..

4.

.

• .

~sychology,

<...

Ability to make firm decisions in his area of responsibility ana to
aelegate responsibilities to members. of the middl!3 school staff.
1

•

' Ability to develop and implement short- apd long- range ~ducational
plans an~ programs at the m~ddle s c:ho_o l lev~l.
"i
. .

5.

ol

·,

•

'

0

J

00

0

0

-6 .

Abi.lity . tO' . f~cti~·n 'efiectively a~ a member of the middle school
administr~tive team.
J

-l

•

.

.-,

. 7. ·Ability to communicate effectively.
'

408-0202

.#·.. - • . •

i

0

·'

11-27- 73
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DEAN . - MIDDLE SCHOOL 23
Position Descriptio?
·. j

/

.

•

I

.

c

The pean is ..Primarily c.onc;erned with attendance and dis cipli ne problems of
middle school students .
A.

Table of Organizat ion
l .

Reports. to the principal.

2.

Is a member of the school' s administrative cabinet . ·
'

3. Maintains liaison with :
a.
b.
. c.

4.
B.

~ssistant

Department
Teachers

principal

d.
e.
.f .

chai~en

School nurse
Attendance officer
Commu~ity agencies

Salar,y is based on individu~l performance within the range of Level 10
on the administrative salacy schedule • .

The middle school dean ' s major
to :
.

1.

I

~esponsibilities

·.

include, but are not limited

•'

Assumes the duties of , the principal in the absence of both principal
assistant principal.

a~d

.
'
Assists
in the supervision, direction, and evaluation of the' middle school
staff, as directed by the principal.

,2.

.

I

'

3. Attendance and discipline problems of students.
•

•

0

•

l

( .

4.

Ass~sts · s~udents wit~ t~eir

s.

Supervises
the
.
. . detention ; room.

6.

Attends and chaperones 'school activities , ~s' directed. by the principal •.

I

?.

academic, persqnal,

~nd

social problems.

{

I

Serves as .resource
student pr~ble~s . ·

perso~

'

in counseling other staff members regarding ' ·
I

8 • . Assists in the organization and administration of school ·acti vities and ·.
student cl ubs •

. 9.
10.

Assists the assistant, principal in adjusting 'student elections and
schedules.
~
' ' ·
Assi~ts

in super vision of students throughout the building and grounds:
•'

1·27- 73
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'

"

408- 0301
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,..,.

Supervises extra-curricular activities, as assigned by the principal •
..
ifications

'
.·
M
aster ' s · Degree.
. '
Appropriate Illinois State - Certilicat~ •.
administ~ation,

Three years of sucsessful teaching ,
Skills,

supervision .

·knowledge , and abil ities
'

I

1.

Abi] i ty · .to exert strong -leiidership in the handling of a wide variety
of student problems.

2.

'Thorough knowledge ·of a dolescent counseling, guidance, and psychology,_
) and the ability to translate same into sound practice .
•,

I·

J.

Knowledge of sound middle school educa:tion programs .

,4.

Ability to
make firm
decisions
. /
.
.. . .
. in assigned areas of ·responsibility •

S•.

Ability to develop =short- and long~range student activities, plans,
.and programs at ,the middle school'leveL · ·
:1

.

.

6. Ability to . function effectively · as a ·· member of the· middle school
administrative team.

..

.
.
Ability to · communicate.

effectively_~

.

ll-27- 73 I
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DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Position Description
The Director of. Vocational Education is known as the Local Director of
Vocational -and Industrial Education for state purposes.
A.

Table of Organization
1.

.

·.

Reports to the Associate Superintendent

2.

Is a member of:
a. General Cabinet
• b. Educational Council

3.

Supervises, directs, and evaluates the work of:
·.a. . Ilirector of Area Vcfcational Center (state title: · ·Assistant
Local Director in Charge of Decatur Area ·vocational Center)
b . Director of Area Adult· Continuation Center
c • . Supervisor of -Vocational Health Services
. d. .. Secretaries

3 .. · Maintains liaison with$
a . All members -of central administration
b. All principals
c. Pivision of·· Vocational and Technical ¥duc~t~_on, Office of
Superintendent of Public Instruction
·· ': ·

4. . Salary is based on individual performance wi"thin the .range ·:for
a Level .5 position on .the Administrative Salary · Schedule.
.

.

B.

The Director of Vocational Education is responsible ·for the administration,
supervision, evaluation, and quali~ of the vocational and industrial arts
education programs for the district at all levels. Duties ·include:
1.

Administration of Board Policies, Administrative Regulations, Board.Employee Agreements, and Federal and State ·R egulations as are
applicable·.;to the ope'r ation of the vocational education program.

· 2o. Mainta,ins liais~n -with b~siness, industry, professi'onal gr~ups, and

labor in determination of occupational requirements,' evaluation of
existing course offerings, and development -of new course offerings.
.

. . ..

.

.

.

.-:.·.

.

.

3. Makes recommendations, together with directors and supervisors,
for the employment, promotion, and dismissal of vocational, industrial
a~ts, and adult teachers and aides.

4.

Development and implementatipn of in-service training for employees
under his supervision, including orientation of new teachers,
institute days, summer institutes, etc .

5.

Development and administration of the -vocational education budget.

6.

Cooperates in the articulation of the vocational education program
to the public.
Provides leadership for, directs, supervises, and cooperates in the
evaluation of innovative programs of instruction.

7.
·72

406-0401

-102-

' 406-04
Qualif'ications

. .
'
Master ' s degree with· advanced training in vocational education and
administration.
.
..: . : . .
B. illinois State Certificate with supervisory or administrative endorsements.
~

C.

Experience
.. . .

1.

Five years of successful teaching, administrative or supervisory·
experience in the field of vocational education.

2 •. Minimum of two years of successful supervision and administration
of vocational education programs.

3. Minimum of one year of s uccessful employment outside of public
education, preferably in one of the vocational fields supervised.
~·

Skills, knowledge, and a billties
1.
-. .

Ability to exert strong leadership in the field of vocational and
industrial arts educamn, and to inspire·- superior performance in
the members of his staff.
..

2 • . Ability to make . fi~ decisions i n his area of responsibility and
to del egate ·responsibil ity to. members of ···m.S' staff. ·

, J.

K~ow~edge

of .sound vocational and -industrial arts education programs .
- . . .. . .
.
.
4. . ··Ability to develop and implement vocational and industrial arts
·· · · education pl~ns and programs.
. .. ..

·~ (

.

.

:

S~

> Ability :to- be·.·~i--ea;tivf;l_ in the development and initi~ti-~n of new
. : :~ _. . voc_ation~;r _and industrial arts education progr.ams. ::.

6 • . Ability to function
effectively as a ·member' ..of the central office
'
.
. . .: .
, . .....
administrative -team.
'·

_,:·

7·.

.Ability to cormnuni.cate effect.i vely in . speech and wr iting.

6-27-72
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DORDINATOR OF SAFETY, PHYSICAL EDUCATJDN, AND HIGH SCHOOL ATHLEI'ICS
1

P~sition Descrip~ion
The Coordinator of Safety~ Physical -.E ducation, and High School Athietfcs
supervises -and coordinates the safety, physical-education, and high . school
athletics program~: foT the district.
:- · ·
-=-- - · ·
.-

A.

Ta~le

'

r .

of Organization

1.

Reports to -the

Superintendent

2.

Is a member of:
a. · Education Council
b . General ·cabinet · .

3.

Supervises, directs, and evaluates the work of:
a . Athietic directors *
>
b . Intramural ~ directors *
.c. Coaches *
.
d. Pnysical education teachers
e . Elementary safety patrol ... advisors *
f. Cheerleader advisers* ~
\
g. ·Secretaries

Asso~iate

*

4.

Maintains liaison with: ·
a. All members of central administ~ation
b . J'rincipa1s
: .
c . City Engineering, Fire, and Police Depar.tments
d. Decatur Park District
e. Decatur Atb+etic Boosters

5. Saiary

is based on individual performance within the range of level 8
on the Administrative Salary ·Schedule.
·
.

.

.

B. 'Major areas -of responsibility include, b_ut are not ' limited to:
\

1.

..

.,.

~ :('J

•

· - ..

••

••

_.··.. ••

_:" :

·

• • ...

·. ,

~-

· · · ·"' :'"

.. .. •

: .. :

'·
••

••• •

•

-

• •

•

of_Board Policies, ·Admirti:strative: Regulations; and _ ~ - .
Board- Empl oyee Ag~eements _that· are applicable to the areas of safety,
pnysical education, and high school athletics·. · · .·- ,. , ·

A~nist~ati-on

.

.·

Preparatio~ and administratian ·of the high school ~thletics budget .
0

·_

"

•

•

;

•

•

••

•

•

....

•

'

•

•

\

••

#

..

•

•

'

•

•

~

•

•

0

·.:

-

•

0

Assists the Director of -Personnel ,and principals in ·the _.selection and
assignmen~ .?~ p~rsonnel J..isted under .I.A.-3 above.' ·'
·

(

4. · Conduct inservice .training programs and assist the Dire'ctors of Seconda:ry-

.

5.

and Elementary Education in the coordination of conference attendance
· of personnel listed
in IA-.3. .above .. · :. ·
<"'.
""".

~

Determine need ·for athletic and physical education e·q uipment and
supplies, · order same, and administer the athletic and physi cal educat~on
storeroom.
">
(

.

... ·..

·- basis-; such personnel report to and are supervise4 by princip'!'-ls
m advisory,
411-6401.

-1C4-

6.

Safety:
I
,a. Development and administration of a comprehensive district-wide
safety program.
b. Responsibility for fire and disast_e r plan regulations and drills.
'c. , Cooperate with princ~pals and the city in placement of adult
.crossing guards.
.
d. Request city engineer to activate school caution lights at' the ' ·
-beginning -of each school year.
1

,7. Physical Education:
a.
b.
c.
d.

8.

Cooperate with the Curriculum.'AdVisory Council and· the Physical
Education Task 'Force in review and revlsion of the physical education curriculum.
-'
.
.
.
Assists in coordination and administration of inservice training
and conference attendance of employees supervised.
Coordinate the operation of the physical education storeroom.
Serve as consultant to schools in planning indoor and outdoor
physical education _equipment and areas.

Athletics ·
,
a. ·Confer regular~ with athletic and -intramural directors to formulate
and coordinate plans, programs, schedules, and activities. Athletic
contests shall be s~peduled to have as few home games as possible on
tlie same date, and .t 'o maximize in9_ome. ·.·
<.
b . Maintain and administer an ~p-to-date athlet~c handbook. ·
c. Administer and superyise the events -at Pigott Field.

Qualifications
'

A.

A Bachelor 1 s Degree 'in Physical Education and a Master 1 s D9gree in
Physical Education or Supervision. ·
I

·-

B.· Illinois State certification in physical education and Administrative
certificate with general supervisory endorsem~nt.
I

C.

Five years of sug_ce_?sful experience as a teacher,

D.

Abilities, knowledge,. and skills : ,·
.

1.

.

-·

.

,

r ' • ..:

~

..

Ability to exert strong leaders~p in the field of safety, physical
education, and high school athletics, an4 inspire superior performance .
.,
. in supervised · pers.o nnel. . .
•

2.

,

and . athletic director.

co~ch,

..

•

•

\

•

•

I

Knowledge. of sound safety, physic~l edU'cation, and high school athletics ·
<
progrCU'J).s.

..

,.

·

3. Ability to make firm decisions in his . are~ of responsi~ility and to .

.

delegate responsibility
.to members of his -staff. , ;·
.
.,

.

Ability to develop_and _implement long- and short-range plans and programs. '

r:

5.

Ability to function effectivelY as a member ' of
ad.Ininistrative team·~
·
~
'

6.

Ability _ t~

~he

central office . ·

communicate effectivelY in speech and writing.

7-24-73
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Position · ..
The Director of Elementary Education is responsible for the educational
program and the internal administration of the '·elementary . schools • ..
•

.

. ..

•

...

•

•

•••

.•

.....· • • •

' ..

... : ..

l '

... •

•

A. . Table of Organization
1.

Reports to the Associate
..

Superint~~dent
. .;. " ·

. • :.

2.

Is a member of:
a. Superintendent's Administrative Council
b. .General Cabinet
· ··
c. Curriculum Advisory Council
· · .,
d. Educational Council
e. Credit Evaluation Council

).

Supervises, 'directs, and :evaluates the work of:
a. Dire·c tor of Compensatory'· Education . :
b. Elementary school principals
•.

4.

..

.

:.:·.. ( . .. ·... ,. .

-~-

..-

•.

Maintains liaison with all members ·or: central : administration •

.5. Salary is ··based on individual' performance within the :range for a
level 4 position on the Administ:rative
..

B.

• ..

...

• -!"'

•

•

Sal~ry Schedul~~.
...

.,

• •

··=·

..

,.. .· ·.

The Director of Elementary Education is responsible .for ·the·: administration,
supervision, evaluation, and quality of the education program for _grades
· . "kindergarten through grade 6. llities include:
.. ·•.
1.

Administration of Ebara Policies, Administrative Regulations, and
Board-Employee Agreements as are applicable to the operation of the
elementary in_st~.u"~~~onal _program.
. .. . .

2.

Attends all Board meetings and prepares reports for the Board
directed by the Ass~ciate Superintendent.

).

Makes recommendations, together with the elementary principals, for the
employment, promotion, and dismissal of elementar.y teachers and aides
to the Director of Personnel.

4.

Development and implementation of in-service training for employees
under his supervision--including orientation of new teachers, institute
days, summer institutes, etc •

-:

•

•

•

•

..

0

•

•

~s

.5. Development and administration of the elementary education budget.
6.

Provides leadership for, directs, supervises, and cooperates in the
evaluation of innovative programs of instruction.

406-0201

~gr 49.6 -02
~ualifica t

-106ions

~. Master 1 s degree with training in administration, supervision and/ol;'-~
curriculum development.
•. .

. • ~· • . . • ..

.

.,

•

.

.•. . / . .

;

" •

B. IDinois..State . Certificate with superintendency,
or general administrative endorsements.
~.

... • .

.,.

.;: '.t • ·.. :

-:-: ; ·.

- general :.su~ ·rviso,ryn

Experience
..

.

.

1.

Five years of successful teaching, .administrative or supervisory
experience.
··\
-·-·
- ..

2.

Minimum of two years of successful supervision and ~dministration
of educational programs.

D
. Skills, knowledge, and abilities
1.

Ability to exert -strong leadership in the field of instruction and
·inspire superior performance in members of his staff • .

2.

Ability to make firm ·decisions in his area of responsibility and
delegate responsibility to members of ·his staff.
..

.

.

..

3 • . Knowledge o.f sound elementary ' e~ucational programs. - ·· .
.
,
.

4.

-s.

Ability to develop and implement short- and- long-range
educational
.
.
.
. plat:ls and progr~s.
..
··
.· . .
. '
Abilit.1 to create, develop, .and implement new . education~l programs.

6. Ability to function effectively as a member of the central office
a4ministra1!ive te~. - . ..

7.

Ability to communicate

.

effective~

.

·~ .._. . ..:
. ·.· .

u

;.

in speech and writing. ·

6-27-72
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ASSOCIATE SUPERINTENDENT
I.

Position Description
· The Associate ·Superintendent :.is . ~esponsible for . the ..development, administration,
and supervision ·of the educational program for the District. In the absence of
the superintendent,· the associate superintendent assumes the duties of the
superintendent.
·A. · Table of organization ·
to the superintendent of schools
2. · Is a member of:

1.

Repor~s

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

3.

Superintendent's Administrative Council
General Cabinet
Curriculum Advisory Council
Educational Council
Credit Evaluation .Council

Supervises, evaluates, and directs the work of:
a.
b.
c.
d. ·
, e.
f.

Director of Elementary Education
Director of Secondary Education
Director of Special Education·
Director of Vocational Education
Director of Research and Information
Coordinators of Physical Education, Safety, and Athletics
fine Arts ' . ·· ·: · ..
:·. , Health Services
Instructional Materials
· g. · Attendance Officers
h. ~Educational Council-- Serves as chairman
i. Curriculum Advisory Council and its various task forces -- serves
as chairman

4. Maintains liaison with:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

The Board of Education
Business · Department
.
Administrative Assistant
Director of Personnel .
Director of Data .Processing
.
Professional Teacher Organizations
Parent organizations
Various civic organizations

5• . Salary is based on individual performance within -the range for a
Lev.el .1 position on the Administrative Salary Schedule.

"5-23- 72
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In addition to the responsibilities and activities outlined above, the
Associate Superintendent's duties include, but are not limited to, the
.following:
1.

Attends .all Board o.f Education meetings, interprets the educational
program to the !bard and to the public, and prepares . reports .for the
Board as directed by the superintendent. ·
·

2.

Has responsibility .for administration o.f Board Pblicies, Administrative
Regulations, and Board-Employee Agreements as applicable to the instructional program.

).

Has responsibility .for the establishment o.f instructional priorities and
their translation into budgetary recommendations.

4.

Has responsibility .for administration o.f those parts o.f . the budget
related to his areas of responsibility.

5.

Provides leadership to ·and directs the work of Curriculum Advisor,y Council
. and all task Forces.

6.

Assumes leadership for providing a continuous program of evaluation and
curriculum · improv~ent.

.

.

'

7.

Directs planning, administration, and evaluation o.f new and experimental
programs, instructional techniques, instructional materials, and
innovative curriculum •

8.

Coordinates formulation o.f procedures relating to pupil attendance,
classification, grading, reporting, and promoting.,

9.

Participates in the .selection process o.f personnel under his area of
responsibility.

10.

Has responsibility .for orientation, training, and evaluation of new
instructional personnel.

11.

Has responsibility for in-service training of .instructional staff members.

..

.

'

.

.

.

· Qualifications
A.

Master Is Iegree with training in administration, supervision," and/or currie ulum
development.
·

B.

Illinois State Certificate with superintendency, general supervisory or
general administrative endorsements. ,

C.

Experience

..

1.

Five years of successful teaching, administrative or supervisory
·

experienc~.

2. Minimum of two years of successful administration of· educational
prggrams or supervision o.f instructional employees.

f5-0l02
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Skills, Knowledge, and Abilities
1.

Ability to exert strong leadership in the field of instruction and
inspire superior performance in members of his staff .

2.

Knowledge of sound educational programs and of curriculum development.

, 3. Ability to IDake f i rm decisions in his ar ea of .responsibility and delegate
responsibility to members of his staff. ·

4.

Ability to devel op and implement short- and long-range educational plans
and programs.

5.

Ability to function effectively as a member of the central office
administrative team.

6. Ability to communicate effectively in speech and writing .

405-0103 .
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DIRECTOR OF SECONDARY EDUCATION
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Director of Secondary Education is responsible £or the educational program

md for the internal ·administration. of·'.the ·middle and 'high . schools.
~I.

Table of Organization
1.

Is a . member of:
a. Superintendent's Administrative Council
b. · General Cabinet
c. Curriculum Advisoty Council
. d. Educational ..·Council
e. Cr~di t Evaluation Council

3.

Supervises, directs, .: and evaluates the work of:
a. High school principals
b. Middle school principals

4..
S.

Maintains liaison with all members of central administration.
Sa.lary ·is based on individual performance within · range .for a Level
position on the Administrative Salary Schedule.
.

B.

4

.

The Director of"'Secondacy 'Education .is responsible: for ·tne ·.adniinistration,
supervision, evaluation, and quality of the education program for
grades 7 through ,12·; Duties include·:
·
·1.'

Administration of Board, Policies,- "Adininistrati~e RegU:lati.o ns, -and
Board-Employee Agreements as are applicable· te the o·p era ti·o n of the
secondary instructional program.

2.

Attends all Board meetings and prepares reports for the Board as
directed :by the jassociate -superintendent.
·
·1 • • ·
••

). Makes.Tecomrnendations, together With the secondary principals, for the
employnient; ...p:romotion; :anP: · dism~·ssal · of secondary · teachers and aides
to the Director of Personnel •

. 4. Development and implementation of in-service training for

employe~s

under his supervision--includin~ orientation of new teachers,
days~ summer institutes, etc.
·

ins~itute

s.

Development and administration of the secondary education budget.

6.

Provides leadership for, directs, supervises, and cooperates in th•
evaluation of innovative programs of instruction.

406-0101
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Qualifications
·A.

Master's degree· with training in administration,. ·supervision; and/or: ·
· curriculum development.

B.

Illinois State Certificate with superintendency, general supervisor,y, or
g~neral administrat{ve endorsements.

C.

Experience
1 • . Five years of successful teaching,
experience.
2.

D.

~dministrative

or

supe~sory

Minimum of two years of successful supervision and administration
of educational programs.

Skills, knowledge, and abiiities.
1.

Ability to exert strong leadership in the field of instruction and
inspire superio.r performance in members C?f his staff •.

2.

Ability to make firm ·decisions in his area of responsibility and
. delegate ·r:esp9nsibili.t y to members of · his ·staff.

3-

Knowledg·e of sound secondar,y e.ducational prog·r ams.

4.

Ab~lity

p~aps

to develop and implement short- and long-range educational
and programs.

-5. Ability to create, develop, and implement new educational programs.
. 6.

. . .

.

Ability to function effectively as a member .of the ·central· office
administrative team • .

7 •. Ability to corornunicate effectively in sp·eech. and writing • .

.'Jl02
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COORDWATOR OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS SERVICES
;'Ihsi tion Description
I~'ne Coordinator of Instructional Materials Services supervise's and coordinates
f.+ he
f +he

operation of Instructional Material Centers in all schools,- administers
Gperation of the 'Resow::ce Center, and coordinates the district film library.
Table of Orgapization
1.

Reports t? the Associate

2.

Is a member of:
a. · ·Educational Council
b. General C_a binet

Superintenden~

·3. Superyises, directs, and evaluates the work of:
a.
b.

Resource Center secretaries
Instructional rnateri~ls center c9nsu~tants on an advisory basis; ,
·such personnel ~eport to ·and are directly supervised by principals.

4. Maintains liaison· with: ·
a. All members of central administration
b • . Principals ·

·5.

·salary is based ~n individual performance within the
on the Adminis~ors Salary Schedule_.

rang~

of Level 8

Major areas of respopsibility include, but are not limited to :
1.

Administration o~ Board Policies , Administrative Regulations, and .
Board-Employee Agreements as may be applicable to the area of
Instructional Services.
·

2.

Preparation and administration .of the

3.

Assists the Director of Personnel .and 'principals in the se~ection
and a~sig~ent of Instructional ~terials . Centers. consultants .

4.

Maintains a lending library£or the use of classroom
a wide variety
rna terials including': '
a. Sound films
b. Film strips
c . · Audio- visual equipment
d. Supplemental texts
e. Supplemental artifacts, equipment, and materials
f. Pictures
g. Model s
h. Recordings

5.

Coordinates the use of the Resource Center by staff committees and
individuals.

of

Resour~e

Center budget .

te~chers

containing

-1136.

Maintains a book depository of excess texts and supplementary
materials current~ in use.

7.

Inservice training programs for instructional materials center
consultants.

8.

Periodic evaluations of the operation of the instructional materials
centers.

9.

Chairman of the Review Committee for consideration of instructional
materials about which a complaint has be~n filed. (See Adm. Reg .
606-03 and 6o6-04)

10.

Assist in the basic collections for new instructional materials centers.

11 • . Receive and process new texts and supplemental materials prior to
distribution to the elementary schools.
12~

Serve as District 61 Direcl.or .of the Title II, E".S.E.A. Program.

13.

Adffiinister the Resource Center, including scheduling meeting rooms
for the Curriculum Advisory Council, Task Forces, .and other staff
meetings.
·

Qualifications
A.

Master's degree with training in library sc~ence or instructional materials.

B.

Illinois State Cert~icate With iibrary ~cience and supervisorY endors~men(

c.

Five years of successful experience as a teacher, instructional materials
consultant an~/or s~pervisor •

. D.

Abilities, Knowledge, and Skills
.1. · Ability to exert strong leadership in the fie+d of instructional
. materials and.inspire superior performance in instructional mat~rials
consultants and i~ members of his staff.
·
·
2 • . , Knowledge of sound .instructional

mat~rials/library programs~

'

. .
'
.
3. Ability to make firm decisions in his area of responsibility arid to

.delegate responsibility to members of his .staff.

4.

Ability to. develop and,, implement· long~
and shortrange plans and .
.
.
programs.
·

5.

Ability to function effect-fvely a-s a member of the central office
administrative team.

\

6. Ability to communicate

effective~

in speech and writing.

I
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